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Glossary
COPT

Capacity outage probability table

DSP

Demand Side Programme

EFLSG

Existing Facility LSG (EFLSG)

ELCC

Effective Load Carrying Capability – a measure of the additional
load that the system can supply with the particular generator of
interest, with no net change in reliability

ELCC Risk Method

A method of calculating ELCC using iterative numerical calculations
on data containing the probability distribution of output of each
facility

IGF

Intermittent Generator Facility

IMO

Independent Market Operator

LSG

Load for Scheduled Generation

LOLE

Loss of load expectation, the sum of LOLP in a planning period e.g.
year

LOLP

Loss of load probability, in an operation period, e.g. hour

MG

Market generation – the total of sent-out generation

MW

Megawatt

MWh

Megawatt hour

NFLSG

New Facility LSG

POE

Probability of Exceedance

2011 Report

The report by Tooth (2011) titled ‘Capacity Value of intermittent
generation: Public Report.’

RCM

Reserve Capacity Mechanism

RCT

Reserve Capacity Target

RL

Relevant Level

SWIS

South West Interconnected System

TI

Trading Interval

TD

Trading Day

WEM

Wholesale Electricity Market
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Summary
Introduction
Generation facilities in the Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM), including Intermittent
Generator Facilities (IGFs), are awarded Certified Reserve Capacity in recognition of their
contribution in meeting the reliability criteria determined for the WEM. The Relevant Level
(RL) is a quantity that sets the Certified Reserve Capacity for an IGF, subject to certain
conditions.
In accordance with the WEM Rules (Market Rules) the Independent Market Operator
(IMO) must undertake a review of RL methodology every three years. The RL methodology
was changed in 2012 to more closely align the capacity awarded with the contribution to
improving reliability.
As part of the IMO’s review for 2015, Sapere Research Group (Sapere) was commissioned
to review the performance of the RL methodology introduced in 2012, and any proposed
amendments to the methodology, including possible amendments to the Market Rules.

Background
The value of a Capacity Credit is the contribution that a generation facility makes towards
the power system reliability in meeting demand. A widely accepted measure of capacity value
is the Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC), which is the additional load that the
system can supply with the particular generator, with no net change in reliability. In the WEM
the most stringent planning criterion relates to the risk of not being able to meet the system
peak and therefore it is appropriate to measure reliability in terms of the loss of load
probability (LOLP).
The capacity value is not something that can be directly measured from observed data.
However it is known that the capacity value will approximate the IGF’s average output when
there is no surplus capacity less an adjustment for the variance of its output. Additional
adjustment may also be required to account for the risk that the output of IGFs during the
periods examined differs to that when there is no surplus.
In summary a useful generic formula for simple methods to estimating capacity value is:
Capacity value =

1. Average IGF output in
peak periods
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2. An adjustment for
the variability of IGF output
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The current method
The methodology (prescribed in Appendix 9 of the Market Rules) involves calculating the
RL as:
RL for an IGF =
The mean IGF output during peak trading intervals (TIs), less
A K-factor adjustment, which is K times the variance of the IGF output during the
peak TIs, where K is a parameter value (K is currently 0.003), less
A U-factor adjustment, that was introduced to reflect the issue of correlation
between IGF output and peak demand. A cap is placed on the U-factor adjustment
equal to one third of the mean facility output.
Peak periods are determined by the peaks in Load for Scheduled Generation (LSG), which is
(with some minor qualification) the load not supplied by IGFs. These are the times when
surplus capacity is lowest.
It is useful to decompose the RL methodology into two components being:
•

the mean output at peak LSG less the K-factor adjustment, and

•

the U-factor adjustment.

The first component is consistent with the probability theory mentioned above. The second
component, the U-factor adjustment was added as pragmatic method given the limited
available data at the time.

Performance of methodology and options
While the availability of data presents challenges in determining how well the RL
methodology has performed, overall it appears to provide a reasonable estimate of the
capacity value provided by IGFs.
Ultimately the methodology needs to be evaluated against the Wholesale Market Objectives;
however, for the purposes of this report the criteria for evaluation have been distilled into
consideration of accuracy, robustness, volatility and practicality.
Capacity value is in effect a forecast and cannot be directly observed from the data. As such,
there is no clear benchmark for assessing the accuracy of the RL methodology in estimating
the capacity value of IGFs.
The first component is an approximation method based on probability theory. Generally
such an approximation method might be assessed by examining the performance against a
more detailed risk calculation. However, this is not available and, regardless, may not be
practical due to the lack of data at the very peak periods.
The U-adjustment was introduced to address concerns that IGF output would not be
sufficient at peak TIs when it is very hot and the system would be under greatest stress. As
such it is possible to assess this by examining the size of the U-factor adjustment and how
IGF output varies between peak times and periods of extreme stress.
Given the lack of observations on days with very high temperatures, assessment is difficult
and requires a degree of judgement. Our assessment is that the results of U-adjustment
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appear broadly consistent with the performance of the IGFs at very high temperatures.
However, as we would expect, the methodology appears to apply more appropriately to
some IGFs than others.
The results delivered by the methodology appear (again based on a subjective assessment of
limited data) to be reasonable for solar and other new facilities. The methodology itself is
very general; it is not dependent on any type of technology or any profile of demand.
The RL methodology does not appear to generate overly volatile results. While there has
been some movement (excluding the impact of transition) in the RLs calculated over the last
few years, the movement has been modest. The relative standard error (RSE) of these results
by IGF is at most 15% and is under 10% in most cases.
While the procedure to determine RL has some complexity, there do not appear to be any
material practical problems with its application.

Review of options to improve the methodology
For this review we considered a range of issues, largely driven by our scope of works, which
we categorised as:
•

the overall method (including the use of LSG)

•

the K-value adjustment

•

the U-value adjustment and the issue of IGF output being correlated with demand at
extreme peaks, and

•

other matters relating to the selection of the TIs.

Our overall assessment from this review is that most of the components of the methodology
are appropriate. The greatest challenge is the lack of data at peak and determining the most
appropriate form of the U-value adjustment.

The overall method (including the use of LSG)
The overall risk-based approximation approach appears appropriate given the alternative of a
time-based approach and the impracticality of a detailed ELCC Risk Method.
There is a very clear logic to using LSG to identify peak TIs. Peak LSG is when surplus
capacity is lowest and therefore (all else being equal) there is the greatest LOLP. A useful
feature of using LSG to identify peak TIs is that it largely controls for the covariance
between the output of IGFs; that is, it (appropriately) favours those IGFs who produce
more at peak times when other IGFs are producing less.
There are some subtle possible improvements with how the contribution of IGF’s is
determined using LSG. However, in our opinion the potential benefits of any change are
small relative to the costs of change.

The K-factor adjustment
The K-factor adjustment is based on recognised probability theory. The original K parameter
was based on international benchmarks.
In updating the K parameter we undertook two key steps. Using information on the
distribution of the forecast for peak demand and the probability theory we estimated a K
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parameter that is tailored for the WEM. In determining a final K value to be applied we have
also taken into consideration how the IGF output is calculated. The results from these two
steps offset each other leaving us to recommend a revised K parameter of zero.

The U-factor adjustment
Significant effort was undertaken to assess whether a viable alternative to the current Ufactor adjustment was possible. The key constraint in considering alternatives is the lack of
data at extreme peak TIs (i.e. TIs where the surplus capacity is close to zero). Consistent with
the analysis in the 2011 review, we found a very strong relationship between peak demand
(and peak LSG) and maximum daily temperature and a relationship between IGF output and
maximum daily temperature.
Given the constraint of the available data, two alternatives were considered for detailed
assessment:
•

using only TIs from extreme temperature days, and

•

using a regression approach to forecast IGF output on extreme peak days based on
maximum daily temperature.

The TIs from extreme temperature days approach is not recommended due to the lack of
sufficient TIs. The regression approach appeared to have some promise and address some
theoretical issues; however, it did not produce results that were significantly superior to the
current method. The results of the regression approach were also found to be volatile.
On the basis that no other valid alternative can be found we are left with the
recommendation to continue with the current U-factor adjustment.

Review of TIs to be selected and other matters
In selecting TIs to be used in the methodology, the priority has been in selecting TIs that
provide additional information (and therefore reduce volatility of results) but are most
representative in determining the output of IGFs at an extreme peak. The current
methodology is applied on 60 TIs. 12 TIs are selected from each of 5 years with each TI
selected from a separate day and with each TI given equal weight. We considered whether
any of these factors should be modified.
We did not see any justification to change the TIs selected. In summary:
•

We assess there would be material risks to increasing the number of TIs per year and no
justification for reducing the number of TIs selected per year.

•

We found evidence that the profile of peak TIs is changing over time, but we assessed
there is not sufficient cause to modify the number of years used.

•

We considered the value of weighting TIs but assessed that the benefits of doing so
would outweigh the costs.

•

We assessed that continuing to use only 1 TI from each day is appropriate. This is
because using additional TIs would add very little additional information (due to the
high correlation of IGF output between adjacent TIs) and that using additional TIs in a
day would risk selecting TIs at non-peak times.

Parameters
The K and U parameters were examined. Based on our analysis we recommend that:
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•

The revised K parameter value should be zero (i.e. 0.000).

•

The revised U parameter value should be 0.635 (i.e. no change from the present)

No amendments to the Market Rules are required.

Conclusion
Our overall assessment from this review is that most of the components of the methodology
are appropriate.
It is useful to consider the RL methodology as consisting of two key components. We have
no material concerns with the ‘mean output at peak LSG less K-factor adjustment’ as this
component is consistent with established approximation methods and is grounded in
probability theory.
The results produced by applying the U-factor adjustment appear reasonable to date and,
given the data constraints, we cannot find a better alternative at this stage. Prior to the next
three-year review it would be appropriate to consider options as to how to improve the data
available. This might, for example, involve attempts to forecast the distribution of weather
conditions on extreme peak days.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

The Independent Market Operator (IMO) is responsible for administering and operating the
Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) and, accordingly, it is responsible for maintaining and
developing the rules and the market related procedures that govern the operation of WEM.
In accordance with clause 4.11.3C of the WEM Rules (Market Rules), the IMO must
undertake a review of Relevant Level Methodology every three years. The methodology is
used to determine the Relevant Level (RL), a quantity that, subject to certain conditions, sets
the Certified Reserve Capacity for a Facility (typically an Intermittent Generator Facility,
IGF) for a given Reserve Capacity Cycle. IGFs are awarded Certified Reserve Capacity in
recognition of their contribution in meeting the reliability criteria determined for the WEM.
In 2012, the methodology was changed to attempt to more closely align the capacity awarded
with the contribution to improving reliability. The revised methodology (prescribed in
Appendix 9 of the Market Rules) involves calculating the RL, broadly as:
RL=
1. Average facility output during peak periods, less
2. A function of the variance of, and average of, facility output during peak periods and
two parameters referred to as K and U.
Peak periods are determined by the peaks in Load for Scheduled Generation (LSG), which is
(with some minor qualification) the load not supplied by IGFs.
The revised methodology was based on the recommendations contained in a report for the
IMO Board (Tooth 2011, hereafter the 2011 Report) that included analysis of IGF output
during extreme peaks in demand.
The IMO’s initial review, for the three year period commencing on 1 January 2015, must be
completed by 1 April 2015. The IMO proposes to complete the review by December 2014,
to allow time for any recommended amendments to the methodology to be progressed
through the rule change process in time for certification for the 2015 Reserve Capacity Cycle.

1.2

Scope of the review

The IMO has specified a series of tasks that the review must include. A summary is that the
review must include:
1.

a review of developments in international best practice

2.

analysis of the methodology since its implementation in 2012

3.

consideration of the penetration of IGFs and whether there is a need to investigate
alternative valuation methodologies prior to the next three-year review
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4.

consideration of whether any changes are warranted to how the peak Trading Intervals
(TIs) are selected for the calculations

5.

consideration of whether any changes to the methodology are warranted to account for
the correlation of output between Intermittent Generators

6.

consideration of the K and U factor adjustments

7.

consideration of the effectiveness of the methodology in meeting the Wholesale Market
Objectives and achieving an appropriate balance between simplicity and accuracy

8.

recommended values for K and U to be applied, and

9.

details of any proposed amendments to the methodology in the Market Rules.

1.3

Outline of this paper

The rest of this paper is organised as follows:
•

Section 2 provides background to estimating the capacity value for IGFs.

•

Section 3 reviews the impact of the methodology to date.

•

Section 4 reviews aspects of the methodology and whether any modifications are
appropriate.

•

Section 5 concludes and provides a summary of the recommendations.

The appendices contain additional material:
•

Appendix 1 provides additional information on theory and international experience.

•

Appendix 2 provides additional relevant background on the WEM.

•

Appendix 3 provides additional background on the calculation of LSG.

Page 16
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2.

Background

2.1

About Capacity Credits

A Capacity Credit is a notional unit of Reserve Capacity provided by a facility (being a
Scheduled Generator, Non-Scheduled Generator or a Demand Side Programme).
The IMO determines the Reserve Capacity Target that determines the Capacity Credits
required in fulfilling two reliability criteria known as the Planning Criterion (see Appendix
2).1 As noted by the IMO (2013, page 67) the ‘Planning Criterion applies to the provision of
generation and DSM capability. It does not specifically include transmission reliability
planning or cover for a major fuel disruption such as a sudden and prolonged outage of gas
supply.’
The first element of the Planning Criterion relates to the risk of not meeting forecast peak
demand. The second relates to the expected energy shortfalls over the year. The most
stringent criterion determines the Reserve Capacity Target. To date, and in the immediate
future, this has been the peak demand criterion. As noted in the 2013 Statement of
Opportunities (IMO 2013, page 68):
To date, load factors and plant availability have been such that the Reserve Capacity
Target has been set by the first e lement of the Planning Criterion, relating to annual peak
demand. For the 2015/16 Capacity Year, the peak demand -based capacity requirement
exceeds the energy-based requirement by more than 700 MW. Based on this, it is expected
that the peak demand forecast will continue to set the Reserve Capacity Target for the
immediate future.

Therefore, it is understood that the RL methodology should determine the contribution of
facilities in meeting the peak demand criterion.
Of note, both system demand and the output of IGFs are random variables. Therefore, the
highest risk of not meeting peak system demand (referred to as loss of load probability,
LOLP) may not be when system demand is highest but rather when the system demand net
of the IGF output is highest. This amount is LSG, which is a key concept in the current
methodology.

2.2 Estimating capacity value
The challenge of estimating the capacity value of IGFs is not unique to the WEM. Individual
IGFs are assigned capacity value in other capacity markets. In energy-only markets, the
capacity value of individual facilities or the fleet of IGFs is calculated for the purpose of
conducting adequacy assessments.

1

A useful discussion of the Reserve Capacity Targets and the Planning Criterion can be found in Section 6 of
the 2013 Statement of Opportunities (IMO 2013).
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Consequently, a great deal of work has been undertaken on methods of estimating capacity
values. A useful summary of the theory and alternative methods is provided by Dent, Keane
and Bialek (2010). Appendix 1 provides a brief summary of developments since the 2011
Report.2
Estimating capacity value is not a precise exercise. As summarised by Dent, Keane and
Bialek (2010, page 2)
the ‘capacity value’ is not a quantity which can be calculated directly from observed data.
Indeed, as there are a variety of possibl e definitions and calculation methods, there is not
(even in principle) a single definitive value for the capacity value of a given generator; as a
result we refer to simplified rather than approximate calculations. The capacity value should
therefore be seen as an indicative quantity […], rather than something more precise.

A starting point for valuing capacity is defining what is mean by capacity value. There are a
number of theoretical definitions of the capacity value of an intermittent generator. The
most common and preferred definition3 is the Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC),
which is the additional load that the system can supply with the particular generator, with no
net change in reliability. A similar alternative measure is Equivalent Firm Capacity (EFC)
which measures the capacity of a reliable4 scheduled generator that would deliver the same
reduction in risk.
There are a number of methods to attempt to measure capacity value of intermittent
generators. The preferred approach, when there is no restriction on resources and there is
adequate data, is a detailed risk calculation (hereafter, ELCC Risk Method) involving a series
of iterative calculations with the probability distributions of the output of all generators
(which are either estimated or taken from historical data) to estimate how the risk of outage
changes with changes in demand. This method can be used to estimate capacity value when
the goal is to minimise LOLP or Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE, which reflects the
second reliability criterion). In addition to the data and computation resource requirements, a
concern with such methods is that they lack transparency.
In capacity markets, where the capacity value of individual facilities is required, alternative
approximation methods are more commonly used. The approximation methods can be
categorised as:
•

simple time-based methods, which are based on the average output of facilities during
observed peak periods, and

•

risk-based methods, which are based on the output of facilities during TIs in which
LOLP is high.

A starting point for simple time-based methods and some risk-based methods is the average
output of facilities at times when surplus capacity is lowest and therefore LOLP is highest.
2

See, for example, the application to solar in Madaeni et al (2012) and Lu et al (2012), and theoretical
development by Dent and Zachary (2014 a & b).

3

This definition is preferred by Dent, Keane and Bialek (2010, page 2) and the International Energy Agency
(IEA 2013, p.35).

4

An alternative definition is that of the Equivalent Conventional Power (ECP) which defines the capacity
relative to a scheduled generator with some likelihood of forced outage.
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This may seem surprising as the output of IGFs cannot be relied upon. However, as nicely
summarised by Stoft (2008, page 1):5
‘[…] reliability is a statistical property of the system, so the contribution of wind [or any
IGF] to reliability must be based on its affect on the probability t hat net load will exceed
available capacity’.

As predicted by probability theory, the ELCC capacity value of an IGF will approximate its
average output at these times less a small adjustment. More specifically (see Zachary and
Dent, 2011), when the variance of the IGF output is small, the ELCC of an IGF can be
estimated as:
ELCC ≈ Ī – K
Where: Ī and
are the mean and variance of IGF output when there is no surplus and
K is a constant that reflects characteristics of the system.
All else being equal, the larger the system, the smaller the value of K and the closer the
ELCC will approximate the average output of the IGF.
As it is extremely rare that surplus capacity is zero, it is necessary to use the output at times
when surplus is lowest instead. Unfortunately, the output at these times may not be
representative of the output when the surplus is zero. This may be because an IGF’s output,
at peak times, is correlated with demand and/or the output of other facilities. An implication
is that further adjustments may be required.
A useful generic structure for the capacity value of small facilities using simple
approximation methods is therefore:
Capacity value =

1. Average IGF output in
peak periods

Less

2. An adjustment for
the variability of IGF output

Most simple applications of time-based methods (which are based on the average output of
facilities at particular times) do not include any adjustment.
The most simple of the risk-based approximation methods is known as the z-method.
Consistent with the formula above, the z-method, involves using average output at the time
of peak LOLP less an adjustment that is proportional to the variance of the facility output.6
Empirical work (e.g. Dent, Keane and Bialek 2010) and theory (e.g. Zachary and Dent 2011)
provide evidence that the z-method is a reasonable approximation to the results of the more
detailed ELCC Risk Method when the variance of the IGF output is small relative to that of
the system. Dent, Keane and Bialek (2010, page 5) note the z-method ‘is not of great use for

5

As pointed out by Stoft (2008, page 1), it can be helpful to think of IGF output as negative demand that
reduces the load to be met by other generators.

6

The ‘z’ in the z-method refers to the z statistic (mean divided by standard deviation) for the system surplus,
which is considered a reliability metric of the power system. The closed form solution of the z-method
follows as the z-statistic is constant when new generation is added.
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practical computation of the ELCC of entire wind portfolios; it may however give a
reasonable result for the ELCC of individual wind farms […]’
An alternative approximation method that is commonly discussed but less rarely used is the
Garver approximation method (Garver 1966). The method appears to perform better than
the z-method; however the computational demand is still significant and the method is rarely
used.7
A review of recent developments and methods used in other market is provided in Appendix
1. We understand that most capacity markets use simple approximation methods. We are
aware of only one capacity market that includes the more complex ELCC Risk Method as
part of determining individual facility capacity credits. The Midwest ISO (MISO) already
used the ELCC Risk Method for adequacy planning before the introduction of a capacity
auction in 2013 (Rogers and Porter 2012). MISO still calculates the system-wide wind ELCC
by the probabilistic risk method. This capacity credit is then allocated to individual wind
facilities deterministically using historic peak period data, based on the average capacity
factor over the top 8 daily peak hours per year for the past 9 years (72 peak periods in total)
(MISO 2014).
Of particular relevance to the WEM, is the issue that the output of IGFs appears to be
correlated with the available surplus (i.e. capacity less system demand) at peak times. We
have not found any methods being used in practice to deal with this issue; however, we are
aware of some research being underway in the UK and the US.

7

See Dent, Keane and Bialek (2010) for a discussion of the Garver method.
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2.3 The current methodology
The current method for determining the RL for IGFs is:8
RL =

Where

1. Average facility output during
peak TIs

Less

2. G x variance of facility output during
peak TIs

G = K + U, reflecting both known variability (reflected in K) and uncertainty of
the distribution of output (reflected in U).
Facility output is measured in MW and the parameters K and U are measured in
units of MW-1.
K = 0.003
U = 0.635/(average facility output during peaks).
A limit is place on the adjustment due to the U-factor of one third of the
average facility output.

In the above formula, the peak TIs refer to the 60 TIs with the highest LSG selected from
12 separate days from each of the previous 5 years.
Peak LSG identifies the TIs when surplus capacity is lowest and therefore when the system is
under greatest stress. LSG is calculated (in MWh) as:
•

the Total Demand for energy, which is the sum of total sent out generation of all
facilities plus the load that has been curtailed,9 less

•

the Total Intermittent Generator Output, which is generally just the sent-out generation
of the IGF but includes adjustments for the impact of Consequential Outages and
Dispatch Instructions on impacted IGFs.

It is useful to decompose the RL methodology into two components being:
•

the ‘mean output at peak LSG less the K-factor adjustment’, and

•

the U-factor adjustment.

The first component is a more general application of the z-method referred to in section 2.2
and is consistent with the probability theory in that section. The second component, the U8

Further details are provided in Appendix 3.

9

The Curtailed Load is generally zero. It is the sum of:


Demand Side Programme (DSP) Reduction, the total quantity by which all DSPs reduced their
consumption in response to Dispatch Instructions;



Interruptible Reduction, the total quantity by which all Interruptible Loads reduced their consumption
in accordance with the terms of an Ancillary Service Contract; and



Involuntary Reduction, the total quantity of energy not served due to involuntary load shedding
(manual and automatic).
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factor adjustment, was added as pragmatic method given the limited available data at the
time to reflect the issue of correlation between IGF output and peak demand.

2.4 Criteria for evaluating the methodology
Ultimately the methodology needs to be evaluated against the Wholesale Market Objectives.
These are:
(a) to promote the economically efficient, safe and reliable production and supply of
electricity and electricity related services in the South West interconnected system
(b) to encourage competition among generators and retailers in the South West
interconnected system, including by facilitating efficient entry of new competitors
(c) to avoid discrimination in that market against particular energy options and
technologies, including sustainable energy options and technologies such as those
that make use of renewable resources or that reduce overall greenhouse gas
emissions
(d) to minimise the long-term cost of electricity supplied to customers from the South
West interconnected system, and
(e) to encourage the taking of measures to manage the amount of electricity used and
when it is used.
However, to evaluate alternatives it is useful to develop a simplified and refined set of criteria
that reflect the Wholesale Market Objectives and also the key issues and trade-offs in
developing a RL methodology.
We have summarised these criteria as relating to:
•

Accuracy
As the capacity value of an IGF cannot be directly observed, it is not possible to
measure precisely the accuracy of the RL methodology; rather accuracy may be thought
of as the extent to which the RL methodology estimates the capacity value of an IGF.
The more accurate the methodology the more likely the method will align with the
Wholesale Market Objectives including those relating to reliability, technical neutrality
and encouraging efficient entry. For example, if the methodology is inaccurate then:

•



there is a risk that the total capacity credits awarded to IGFs will be excessive and
the reliability of the system is lower than is expected



there is a greater risk the methodology will favour particular technologies, and



there is a risk that inefficient entry will be encouraged and efficient entry will be
discouraged.

Robustness
The methodology should be robust to changing circumstances (e.g. changes in the
nature of demand and new technologies). This helps to reduce uncertainty, which may
deter efficient entry, and to reduce the costs of managing the system. The costs of
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changing the methodology can also be significant, imposing a burden on existing
participants and the IMO.
•

Volatility
It is important that the results of applying the formula are not too volatile; that is,
sensitive to small changes. Higher volatility of results directly increases the volatility of
returns to investors, which if unnecessary could deter efficient entry.

•

Practicality and simplicity
There is a range of practical considerations. It is important that the methodology is not
overly complex to apply. Greater complexity leads to greater cost in terms of
administration.

Accuracy is perhaps the primary objective. Accuracy is particularly important given the high
value of Capacity Credits. A method that is overly generous may lead to inefficient
investments and similarly, efficient investment may be deterred if insufficient Capacity
Credits are awarded. The other objectives could be simply met using a time-based estimate.
However, as discussed in this paper this would not be necessarily accurate.
The objectives are related. A formula that is inaccurate is also unlikely to be robust and may
be more likely to provide volatile results.
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3.

Performance of methodology

3.1

Introduction and overview

This section considers the impact of the revised methodology since the methodology was
developed and introduced in 2011.
The current methodology for determining the RL was developed in 2011 by Sapere Research
Group (Sapere) in response to a request by the IMO Board to identify simple changes to two
competing proposals to revise the prior method (see Box 1 below).
Box 1: Background to the current methodology
Prior to 2011, the methodology for assigning Capacity Credits to IGFs was recognised as
inappropriate as it did not reward provision of output at peak periods when capacity is
required. From the 2011 Report (page 1):
To examine the issue, the Independent Market Operator ( IMO) established the Renewable
Energy Generation Working Group ( REGWG) to determine a new approach. A number of
alternative proposals were considered but neither a conse nsus nor a compromise was
achieved.
Following the REGWG, two proposed rule changes were developed and submitted by the
IMO (RC_2010_25) and Griffin Energy (Griffin) (RC_2010_37) in relation to the
allocation of capacity credits to IGFs. This paper briefly assesses these two proposals and
examines potential modifications which could be made to develop a new approach.
Sapere Research Group (Sapere) was commissioned by the IMO Board to provide
independent advice on the two proposals by Griffin and the IMO in relation to the
allocation of capacity credits to IGFs. Sapere was asked to assess the two proposals and
identify if there were modifications that could be made that would make them more robust
and simpler.
In particular, Sapere was asked whether simple changes could be made so as to allocate
capacity credits based solely on individual performance while ensuring performance is during
peak periods and significant volatility is not introduced. The report also examines the
transition between the current capa city valuation and the proposed future method (i.e.
provide a ‘glide path’).
Source: The 2011 Report.

The methodology was designed and parameters determined based on analysis of the actual
output of IGFs that were operational in 2011. These IGFs included a few wind farms and a
few land fill gas (LFG) facilities. Since that time there have been some changes. In particular:
•

a small number of LFG facilities are no longer operating as IGFs

•

a number of IGFs (including several wind farms, several LFG facilities and one solar
plant) have become fully operational, and
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•

a number of additional IGFs were assigned Certified Reserve Capacity for 2015/16 but
have yet to become operational.

An implication of these changes is that there are varying amounts of data for different
facilities by year available for the current review. For some facilities there is actual output
data since the market start. For some there is a mix of actual data and estimated data and for
others there is just estimated data to April 2013. A related complication is that the measure
of LSG being used to identify peaks differs between existing facilities and new facilities.
A summary of facilities categorised by technology and status is provided in Table 1 below.
For the purposes of assessing the methodology, naturally our preference is to rely on actual
data from existing facilities that have been operational for some years. However, as this
would exclude many new facilities that were operational in 2014, we have considered the
broader set of facilities that were operational in 2014 for our main analysis.
In addition to the facilities listed in Table 1 there were a number of facilities that were not
operational in the 2014 summer but for which the RL was calculated for the 2015/2016
capacity year. The results for these IGFs were examined but the estimated output data for
these was not used for determining parameter values.
A map of the location of the renewable energy sources (in effect, IGFs) that were awarded
capacity credits for the South West Interconnected System (SWIS) in the 2015/2016 capacity
year is provided in Figure 1 below. The location of facilities is of interest as we would expect
that the adjustments included in the RL methodology for the relationship between weather
and peak load to be similar for wind facilities located near each other.
Table 1: IGF categories used in this report
Category

Facilities

Existing wind IGFs (operational since
April 2007 or before)

ALBANY_WF1
ALINTA_WWF
EDWFMAN_WF1

Existing LFG IGFs (operational since
April 2007 or before)

RED_HILL
TAMALA_PARK

Existing IGFs

Existing wind IGFs and Existing
LFG IGFs

Ex-IGFs (were once registered as IGFs
but no longer operational)

GOSNELLS
CANNING_MELVILLE
KALAMUNDA

New operational wind IGFs (operational
in summer 2014 but are classed as a New
Facility)

SKYFRM_MTBARKER_WF1
KALBARRI_WF1
BLAIRFOX_KARAKIN_WF1
BREMER_BAY_WF1
DCWL_DENMARK_WF1
GRASMERE_WF1
INVESTEC_COLLGAR_WF1
MWF_MUMBIDA_WF1
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Category

Facilities

New operational Solar IGFs (operational
in summer 2014 but are classed as a New
Facility)

GREENOUGH_RIVER_PV1

New operational LFG IGFs (operational
in summer 2014 but are classed as a New
Facility)

ATLAS
ROCKINGHAM
SOUTH_CARDUP
HENDERSON_RENEWABLE_IG1

New operational IGFs

New operational wind IGFs and
New operational LFG IGFs

Operational IGFs

Existing IGFs and New operational
IGFs

Figure 1: Map of renewable energy sources for the SWIS

Source: SWIS Electricity Demand Outlook – June 2014. IMO (2014, page 46).
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3.2 The impact of the methodology
The introduction of the methodology had a significant impact on the RL calculated for, and
therefore the Capacity Credits awarded to, a number of IGFs. While for some (notably for
solar and for a few wind farms), the methodology resulted in an increase in the RL, the
methodology’s most significant impact was to dramatically reduce the RL calculated for
some wind farms. Figure 2 maps the RL (or, for 2013/14, the Capacity Credits awarded) for
selected facilities and facility groups since the Capacity Year 2013/14, a year prior to when
the new RL methodology came into effect. As shown in the figure, the introduction of the
new method in 2014/15 resulted in a significant shift in the Capacity Credits for some
facilities.
Figure 2: Changes in Relevant Level
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Notes: For 2013/14* Capacity Credits (CC) are shown. For 2016/17, the RL is an estimate.

The introduction of the methodology coincided with a significant fall in the value of
Capacity Credits (see Figure 3 below). The fall in the value of Capacity Credits in 2014/15
has reduced the financial impact of the RL methodology changes; however, it also has meant
some facilities were doubly impacted by a fall in the capacity awarded and the price received
for capacity.
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Figure 3: Value of Capacity Credits
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Source: http://www.imowa.com.au/reserve-capacity/maximum-reserve-capacity-price/maximumreserve-capacity-price-overview.

3.3 Performance of the methodology
3.3.1 Accuracy
The RL methodology aims to estimate the contribution of IGFs in the event of an extreme
peak in which all capacity is required. In effect, it involves forecasting outcomes during a
future event, which typically does not have historical precedent and by design should be
extremely rare. As such there is no actual benchmark10 against which to compare the
methodology.
To evaluate the accuracy it is useful to separate the current RL methodology into the two
components being:
•

an approximation method (mean output at peak LSG less the K-factor adjustment) that
aims to measure ELCC (as if facility output accurately represented output when there is
no surplus), and

•

the U-factor adjustment.

10

This reflects the remark of Dent, Keane and Bialek (2010, page 1) that “the ‘capacity value’ is not a quantity
which can be calculated directly from observed data.”
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Potentially, the first component could be compared with the results of an application of the
ELCC Risk Method, which is generally considered to be the most accurate methodology.
However, no such results for the WEM exist. Furthermore, even if there was, there would be
the challenge of how to disentangle the U-factor adjustment affect.
There are, however, aspects of the first component that can be critically examined. These
include matters like the value of the K parameter itself. The 2011 Report notes that the initial
K parameter was based on international benchmarks and had not been tailored to the
existing methodology and the WEM. There are other areas for potential improvements (such
as the weighting of TIs) in the methodology. These and other issues are examined in Section
4 of this report.
It is possible to use the recent data to more critically analyse the performance of the U-factor
adjustment. The U-factor adjustment was introduced to address the concern that — as it
appeared from the available data — the output of IGFs would fall on very hot days when
system demand would be highest and the system would be under greatest stress.
However, there are some risks that the U-factor adjustment will be inaccurate. These include
that:
•

the adjustment factor is based on the variance of output (divided by mean output) — it
does not use any other controls to take into account whether a facility’s output is lower
during periods of extreme stress

•

it was based on a limited amount of data that was available at the time, and

•

it was designed before the introduction of solar and some other large facilities that have
since become operational.

The next section more closely examines how the RL methodology, with its U-factor
adjustment, compares with the output of facilities during periods of extreme stress.

The results during periods of extreme stress
To assess the performance of the methodology, and in particular the U-factor adjustment,
we closely examined how the RL compared with the performance of IGFs at peak TIs and
how this varied with temperature.
In conducting this analysis, we focussed on using the peak TIs that are currently used in the
RL methodology. These are the peak 12 TIs taken from separate Trading Days in each year
(year ending 31 March) where the peak is measured by LSG. These are used because, as
discussed in Section 4, they are the TIs that are most likely to be representative of an
extreme peak when LOLP is highest. Of note:
•

A single TI in each day is used because (as discussed in section 4.5.4) additional TIs
from the same day would add very little information (due to the high correlation of IGF
output in adjacent TIs) and because, by construction, additional TIs would be selected
at times that are not the peak in the day (and therefore less likely to be representative).

•

Peak LSG and not peak market generation (MG) is used as peak LSG is when LOLP is
highest.

We have, however, supplemented the data examined with output from additional days which
have a very high maximum temperature but were not a peak LSG day because (typically) they
are on weekends or public holidays. As discussed in section 4.4.4 these days provide some
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potentially useful information; however some caution is required in using the data as the
peak TI on these days may occur at different times in the day to other peaks.
As discussed in section 4.4.2, we found the maximum daily temperature at Perth Airport to
be the best single predictor of high system demand (and high LSG) days. We estimate that,
based on historical weather data, the one in ten year peak that the system is designed to meet
will occur when the maximum temperature is around 43.8 degrees.
Based on the above considerations, a useful method of examining the performance of the Ufactor adjustment is to plot the output of facilities at peak TIs against maximum temperature
in the day.
A summary example, for IGFs that have been operational since 2007, is provided in Figure 4
below. The figure shows the output of the facilities at the peak TIs and how this varies with
daily maximum temperature.11 All output data that is used in the RL methodology is
included; however for the IGFs included in this chart there is only actual data. We have also
included output on non-peak days (i.e. those not used in the RL methodology) when the
maximum temperature is greater or equal to 39 degrees.
The figure also shows the RL, the mean output12 and a line of best fit. These lines are all
based on the output data for TIs that are used in the RL methodology; that is, they excluded
the data on the non-peak days. One further line shown is the mean output of all data points
shown (including non-peak days) when the maximum temperature is greater or equal to 41
degrees. This line (‘Mean temp>=41 inc nonpeaks’, hereafter also called ‘Mean – hot days’)
provides a guide to the average performance of IGFs on very hot days.
At the far right of the figure is a small line (between 43.5 degrees and 44 degrees) that
represents the RL excluding the K-factor adjustment (‘RL excl K adj’). The line has been
included as it is a more appropriate point of comparison when examining the average output
at high temperatures. That is, this amount (being the mean less the U-factor adjustment)
should approximate the average output at the one in ten year peak period (which we have
assessed to most likely occur when the maximum temperature is around 43.8 degrees).
In this example, the ‘RL excl K adj’ line appears to coincide with what is predicted by the
line of best fit. The ‘RL excl K adj’ line also appears consistent with the mean output at TIs
where the temperature is at least 41 degrees.
Note, that the line of best fit in Figure 4 illustrates the negative relationship between IGF
output at peak TIs and the daily maximum temperature.13 However, some caution is
required when examining the line of best fit as it assumes a linear relationship between
maximum temperature and output and is sensitive to outliers.

11

The peak TIs are those TIs used in the current methodology; that is, the 12 peak LSG TIs selected from
separate days. The issue of how TIs are selected is discussed in Section 4.The discussion of temperature
measure is also discussed in Section 4.

12

That is, the average of the points plotted.

13

This negative relationship is the rationale for the U-factor adjustment.
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Figure 4: Output of IGF facilities at peak TIs – five years to April 2014
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Charts plotting the performance of individual IGFs were examined but have not been
included in the report for reasons of confidentiality. Given the lack of data at the very high
temperatures, assessment is difficult and requires a substantial degree of judgement. Our
assessment of the charts is that the RL appears broadly consistent with the performance of
the IGFs at very high temperatures and on this basis appears reasonable. However, we
acknowledge this assessment includes a degree of our own judgement.
Some elaboration and qualification of this assessment is warranted. As we would expect
there is some variation and the RL methodology appears to apply more appropriately to
some facilities than others. We expect that by applying local knowledge about weather
conditions some patterns may be found that could be used in improving the assessment.
In our assessment (on the limited data available), the RL appears appropriate for solar. For
solar there is very limited data — only 2 years of actual data and an additional 4 years of
estimated data — and so assessment is difficult. In the case of solar the ‘RL excl K adj’ line is
below what the line of best fit and the ‘Mean – hot days’ predicts; however:
•

the output on the highest temperature day for which actuals were recorded was very
low

•

the ‘Mean- hot days’ includes weekends etc when the time of the peak may not be
representative of the peak

•

there appears to be a material difference between the actuals and estimated data, where
the peaks of the actual data are later in the day, and

•

as discussed in section 4.4.2 the average actual output on days with a temperature of at
least 40 degrees is very low.

Given that much of the new capacity proposed is solar it is of considerable interest as to how
the methodology might perform in the future for solar facilities. Based on available data we
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can make some predictions. On hot days, the performance of solar follows a reasonably
consistent pattern over the course of a day, and therefore the performance of solar largely
depends on the timing of the peak TI during the day. As a result, if the timing of the peak is
reasonably consistent then the variance of solar output will be small and the U-factor
adjustment for solar will also be small; which appears appropriate. For example, based on the
2014 results, if the peak TI was always at 4:30pm then the U-factor adjustment for solar
would be around 3% of the mean output (in contrast the difference between the mean
output at 5pm and 4:30pm is around 30%). If however, the timing of the peak moves
significantly then the variance of solar output and the U-factor adjustment will be large. This
could be appropriate if (as the limited evidence available, discussed in section 4.4.2, suggests)
some of the variance reflects that on hotter days the peak shifts to later in the day. The
adjustment would be inappropriate if the reverse was true. As solar penetration increases, it
will be important to continue to monitor the timing of the peak TIs.
An increase in the use of solar will shift the peak and thereby impact on the RL calculated
for wind facilities. This may have a positive impact for wind facilities if peak TIs are pushed
back later.14
In our assessment, the RL for newly operational facilities appears reasonable. Figure 5
includes data for facilities that have been operational for two years (again in this chart there
is no estimated data to be included). Again in our judgement, the RL appears reasonable.
Figure 5: Output of IGF operational since 2013 at peak TIs – two years to April 2014
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In some cases, the need for the U-factor adjustment appears less clear cut. Figure 6 below
shows the anonymised results for a particular facility. In this case, while there is still great
14

This would be appropriate as, if the peak were pushed later to when wind IGF output was greater, the
capacity value of wind IGFs would increase.
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uncertainty on how the facility would perform at an extreme peak, there does not appear to
be as strong a justification for making the U-factor adjustment. A contrast is shown in Figure
7, which shows the anonymised results for another like facility. In this second example, there
appears to be a much stronger justification for the U-factor adjustment.
Figure 6: An individual IGF results – example 1
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Figure 7: An individual IGF results – example 2
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The accuracy of the estimated output of new facilities
New Facilities are those that have not been operational during the five-year period over
which the RL methodology is applied. For these an estimate of the sent-out generation is
used for TIs prior to the IGF being operational. The estimate is prepared by an expert
consultant accredited by the IMO. Actual generation is used for TIs once the facility is
operational.
A potential concern is that the expert estimates would not be reflective of actual
performance and therefore the RL for New Facilities would be inaccurate.
For some New Facilities it is possible to compare the estimated sent-out generation during
the Peak TIs before the operational date with actual sent-out generation in peak TIs once
operational. It was found that relative to actual data there were situations where, for the
estimated data:
•

both the mean and variance of output were lower

•

the mean of output was higher and the variance of output was lower, and

•

both the mean and variance of output were higher.

In summary, there did not appear to be a systematic problem of bias (i.e. attempts to make
the IGF appear more reliable) but the results suggest there is some potential for
improvements in producing the estimates.

3.3.2 Robustness
In assessing the robustness of the methodology, it is again useful to consider separately the
‘mean less K-factor adjustment’ and the U-factor adjustment components.
We have no material concerns with the robustness of the ‘mean less K-factor adjustment’
component as this method is based on probability theory that applies to any intermittent
facility whose variance of output is not overly large relative to the system. The selection of
peak TIs based on highest LOLP mitigates the risk that the methodology will be impacted by
changes in the profile of demand.15
Despite our concerns with the U-factor adjustment, it appears to have been reasonably
applicable to new technologies and facilities. Since 2011, a number of new IGFs have
become operational including the first solar facility. As discussed in the previous section, the
adjustment appears to apply reasonably well to these new facilities. Of note, the U-factor
adjustment methodology is not technology specific and does not rely on any particular
feature of demand. Nevertheless, there has been limited data against which to assess the
performance of the U-factor adjustment and we remained concerned that the U-factor
adjustment will not be robust to updates using further data.
The methodology itself has been largely stable. There has been one rule change modification
since the methodology was implemented in 2011. This rule change (RC_2013_17,

15

As is noted in this report the profile of demand is changing, but this does not affect the application of the
methodology. In contrast a shift in the profile of demand could impact on the accuracy of a time base
approximation method.
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implemented May 2014) related to revisions to the estimated output of an IGF when a
Dispatch Instruction is issued. Of note; the rule change is not particular to the revised
methodology — rather it might have been introduced for any methodology that relied on the
output of intermittent generation to estimate the RL.

3.3.3 Volatility
While it is apparent from Figure 2 there has some movement in the RL since 2014/15, this
change has been small (at least relative to the change following its introduction).
Furthermore a portion of the change is due to the removal of transition arrangements over
the three year period.
Nevertheless, there has been continued variation. Figure 8 below shows a summary of the
RL as if the methodology had been applied from 2013/14 with no transition arrangements in
place. As can be seen, there is some seemingly random movement and some more general
trends.
There are a number of reasons for the variation. Some of the volatility is due to changes in
average output by year. The significant dip in the RL for two wind farms shown in Figure 8
can be attributed a significant fall in average output in the 2012/13 summer followed by a
significant increase in the 2013/14 summer.
Some change over time is also expected due to the impact of other facilities. As noted above,
the capacity value of an individual facility will be lower as new facilities come online which
provide competing output at similar times.
We exampled the results for each IGF, including the minimum, maximum and the relative
standard error.16 Overall the degree of variation, as measured by the relative standard error,
has been reasonable, varying between 3% and 15%. By way of comparison, as a rough rule
of thumb, we would expect that 95% of the time the RL will be within a range of around
plus or minus two standard errors; that is, in this case up to plus or minus 30%.

16

The relative standard error (calculated as the standard error divided by the mean) is a useful measure of the
degree of volatility.
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Figure 8: RL method applied since 2013/14 without transition
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3.3.4 Practical issues
The process of applying the methodology involves collection of large data sets and
performing a series of calculations applying a semi-automated procedure using Excel
workbooks.
The process is reasonably complex. However, much of the complexity stems from dealing
with issues that would apply to any methodology that relied on the output of IGFs during
peak TIs. These include:
•

making adjustments in determining total demand for curtailments

•

making adjustments in determining the output of IGFs, and

•

undertaking calculations for New Facilities.

Some of the complexity arises from having to work with LSG and in particular calculate
LSG for all New Facilities. While it would be simpler if one measure of LSG was used,
dealing with multiple measures of LSG is a relatively small inconvenience.
In summary, the methodology appears to be reasonably practical to apply. There do not
appear to be any material issues with the process or cost-effective opportunities to further
streamline the process.
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3.4 Summary
The introduction of the new methodology in 2011 had a significant impact on the Capacity
Credits awarded to IGFs.
It is useful to consider the methodology as the sum of two components:
•

a ‘mean less K times variance’ component that is consistent with probability theory, and

•

the U-factor adjustment, which attempts to adjust for the concern that IGF output is
correlated with demand at peak times.

There are reasons to have reservations with the U-factor adjustment. In particular, it could
penalise facilities unnecessarily whose output is uncorrelated with the surplus at peak times.
Nevertheless, the U-factor adjustment appears, so far, to have produced results that are
consistent with our expectations.
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4.

Review of options

4.1

Introduction

This section reviews potential modifications to the current methodology. The focus is on
issues raised in the project scope. Nevertheless, a broad examination was undertaken.
Given the scope, we have organised the review into sections examining:
•

the overall method of determining IGF contribution (including the use of LSG)

•

the K-factor adjustment

•

the U-factor adjustment and the issue of IGF output being correlated with demand at
extreme temperature peaks, and

•

other matters relating to the selection of the TIs.

As noted in the 2011 Report, the most significant issue for the WEM is the issue that IGF
output appears to change with extreme temperatures. However, how this issue is addressed
has implications for other aspects that are considered.
It should also be noted that there are costs to change and it would be inconsistent with the
Wholesale Market Objectives to recommend a material change without significant benefit.
The costs of change include both the administrative costs of change and the signal of
uncertainty for investment decisions.

4.2 Method of determining IGF contribution
4.2.1 Penetration of intermittent generation and use of
approximation based methods
As the penetration of intermittent generation increases, the complexity of calculating capacity
value also increases. As noted in the 2011 Report, the approximation based methods (in
particular the related z-based and K-adjustment methods) are recognised as being
appropriate only for lower levels of intermittent generation penetration.
There is no simple definition of the level of intermittent penetration for which these
approximation methods are valid – the level will reflect the various assumptions of each
method that allow approximate calculation of ELCC. Furthermore these assumptions may
still be valid for the calculation of the capacity value of individual generators in a system even
when they are no longer valid for calculation of the capacity value of a fleet of generators.
The primary assumption that underlies the ‘mean less K-factor adjustment’ approximation
approach is that the additional generation does not change the shape of the probability
distribution for available capacity. As a rough guide, Dent, Keane and Bialek (2010) calculate
(for Great Britain) that the approximation begins to significantly deviate from the ELCC
Risk Method calculation when the additional generation capacity at peak is approximately
0.7% of the total power system capacity. Above this level the approximation will tend to
under estimate ELCC.
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As a percentage of total energy supplied, the contribution of intermittent generation in the
WEM is significant (see Figure 10); however, for the purposes of Capacity Credit valuation it
is the contribution at peak times that is most relevant. In terms of Capacity Credits awarded
(which with minor qualification17 reflect the expected output of facilities when surplus is
lowest) the percentage penetration of IGFs is around 2% of the Reserve Capacity
Requirement (see Figure 9).18
Hence from Figure 9 it is not appropriate to apply the z-method to estimate the ELCC of
the IGF fleet. However, it may still be appropriate for individual IGFs in the SWIS. The RL
of any single facility in 2015/16 was no more than 0.5% of the Reserve Capacity
Requirement, which is below 0.7% amount referred to above.
Of note, the accuracy of the K-factor adjustment approximation largely depends on the
variability of the facility’s output relative to the variability of surplus load. In one case, the
measured variance of IGF output was particularly large (in total, greater than that of all the
other IGFs combined). In this case the K-factor adjustment may not be an accurate
approximation. Nevertheless, in this case it is apparent the observed output was correlated
with demand and therefore the measured variance would not be representative of variance
when the surplus was zero. Furthermore in this one case, the K-adjustment was small
compared to the U-adjustment (which was so large it was bounded by the maximum
adjustment) and, in our subjective assessment given the available data, the total adjustment
for the particular IGF has been and continues to be reasonable.
Figure 9: Penetration of intermittent generation - capacity

As percent of reserve capacity requirement

Penetration of IGFs
Capacity credits awarded as % of reserve capacity requirement
4.5%
4.0%
3.5%
3.0%

Solar

2.5%

Land fill gas

2.0%

Wind

1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Source: http://www.imowa.com.au/reserve-capacity/capacity-credit-information, Statement of
Opportunities reports 2008 to 2013.

17

Due to the K-factor adjustment that is made, the expected (i.e. average) output of an IGF when surplus is
lowest is slightly more than the capacity credits awarded to it.

18

Of note, the fall shown in the figure is, in part, due to the revision of the RL methodology.
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Figure 10: Penetration of intermittent generation – energy supplied

Percentage of energy supplied by intermittent
generation
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Source: Sent-out generation data provided by the IMO.

4.2.2 Use of an alternative method
Use of a time based approximation method
A common approximation method used in capacity markets elsewhere involves selecting TIs
based on specific times of the day and year. While simple, this method runs the risk of
selecting TIs that are not representative of extreme peak and therefore we would expect it to
be less accurate.
A particular challenge of selecting a representative time period is that changes in system
demand and changes in the output from IGFs may shift the times at which peaks occur.
Evidence of the shifting system demand is shown in Figure 21 on page 64 below.
Using a time based approach would also be a significant change to the current methodology.
Given the only apparent advantage of the approach is simplicity, we have deemed that is not
an appropriate or realistic option.

ELCC Risk Method
An alternative to approximation methods is to undertake a detailed risk calculation using
what is referred to in Section 2.2 as an ELCC Risk Method.19 As noted in Section 2.2, while
this is often a preferred method for estimating capacity value it relies on sufficient data being
available.

19

Dent, Keane and Bialek (2010) provide a description of the procedure.
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We do not recommend this approach. The method is computationally costly and not
transparent. In effect, the ELCC Risk Method would be an alternative to the ‘mean less K
times variance’ component of the method. The method cannot be used to overcome the
problem of insufficient data that the U-factor adjustment attempts to address.

4.2.3 The use of LSG as a basis for selecting TIs and
alternatives
The current method is based on the output of IGFs during TIs as measured by peak LSG.
The output of the IGFs at the time of peak LSG is typically not the same as the output at the
time of peak system demand (as measured by MG). This is simply because the variability of
IGF output shifts the timing of peak LSG.
There is a very clear rationale for using LSG as the basis for selecting TIs. All else being
equal, the available surplus capacity is least, and therefore the LOLP highest, when LSG is
highest. This is consistent with the ELCC theory of measuring output when surplus capacity
is at its lowest level. The same cannot be said for MG. A facility that produces at peak MG
but not at peak LSG does not improve the reliability of the system in meeting the peak.
The benefit of using peak LSG reflects that an IGF has less value if its output is correlated
with the output of other IGFs. An IGF that produces (again all else being equal) when other
IGFs do not produce has greater value.
If the output of IGFs at peak MG were used in the RL methodology instead of LSG, some
alternative method would need to be used to adjust for the correlation of output between
facilities. It is difficult to see how something could be introduced that would be simpler or
more accurate than using LSG.
One potential alternative would be to introduce a covariance factor into the methodology,
such that facilities with a lower covariance with other facilities are rewarded. However such
an approach is problematic. A key issue is that the facility output at peak MG may not be
representative of the facility output at peak LOLP (i.e. LSG) and therefore the covariance
calculation based on peak MG data may not be appropriate. For example, peak MG tends to
be later in the day than peak LSG (see Figure 21 and Figure 22 on page 64) and therefore the
data selected at peak MG may not be representative of what IGFs (including both solar and
wind) produce at peak LOLP. An additional issue is that a measure of covariance can be
sensitive to outliers in the data. Finally, adding a covariance factor would add complexity to
the method.
As, in addition to these issues, there does not appear to be any benefit of moving to the use
of a covariance factor, we conclude that it is appropriate to continue using LSG in
determining peak TIs.

4.2.4 How LSG is applied
There are some subtle issues that stem from the current application of LSG.

Peak reduction versus output at peak
To apply the RL methodology we collect data on IGF output. However, there is a challenge
in measuring IGF output. Ultimately we are interested in the contribution of the output of
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IGFs in reducing the peak LSG. Because an IGF’s output can shift the timing of peak LSG,
the size of the peak reduction will be between the output of the IGF at peak LSG calculated
with and without the IGF’s output. For the RL methodology LSG is calculated including the
IGF’s own output and therefore may underestimate the marginal contribution of the IGF.
Similarly the output of the IGF at the peak LSG calculated excluding the IGF’s output
(hereafter, LSG Ex-The IGF) may overestimate the marginal contribution of the IGF.
A hypothetical example to illustrate this issue is provided in Box 2 below.20
Box 2: Peak reduction vs output at peaks
The table below provides a hypothetical example of the effect of two intermittent generators
(whose output is labelled IG1 and IG2) on the peak to be met by scheduled generation.
In the absence of the two intermittent generators, the peak (calculated as the peak of MG)
would be at 16:00. Peak LSG (which is calculated as MG – IG1 – IG2) is at 15:30.
Trading
interval

15:00
15:30
16:00
Maximum
(over the TIs)

MG

2120
2190
2200

IG1

20
35
40

IG2

50
40
60

LSG

2050
2115
2100

LSG
excl IG1

LSG
excl IG2

2070
2150
2140

2100
2155
2160

2200

2115

2150

2160

a

b

c

d

Calculations
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fleet output at peak MG
Peak reduction due to the fleet
Marginal peak reduction of IG1
Marginal peak reduction of IG2
Sum of individual peak reductions
Fleet output at peak LSG

7
8
9

Marginal benefit of IGs considered in order
Peak reduction of IG1 (assuming no IG2)
Peak reduction of IG2
Sum of individual peak reductions
(considered in order)

100 = IG1 + IG2 at 16:00
85 = a - b
35
45

=c–b
=d–b

80
75 = IG1 + IG2 at 15:30

40
45

85

= a-d
=d-b
= a- b

In the hypothetical example provided there are just two IGFs labelled IG1 and IG2. The
marginal contribution of IG2 in reducing the peak is 45 MW (see line 4), which is between

20

The 2011 Report (Box 3, p.14) also illustrated this point.
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its output at peak LSG (40 MW at 15:30) and output at peak LSG Ex-The IGF (60 MW at
16:00).21
A potentially viable alternative to using output at peak LSG is to use a measure of an IGF’s
contribution in reducing the peak LSG on the peak Trading Days (i.e. the Trading Days that
are currently used in the methodology). The contribution in reducing the peak LSG for any
Trading Day could be simply estimated as:
Peak day reduction = Maximum LSG in day without the facility output, less
Maximum LSG in day with the facility output
This is a straightforward calculation to perform. Of note, the peak reduction in a day may
still underestimate the marginal contribution of an IGF in reducing the peak as the peak may
shift across days; that is, the true peak reduction due to an IGF within a day may be less than
the peak reduction within a broader period. However measuring the peak reduction within a
year is computationally much more complex.
The advantage of using peak reduction within a day as the ‘output’ measure is that it is a
more accurate measure of an IGF’s marginal contribution. The key disadvantage is the cost
of changing procedures.
However, the benefits of using peak day reduction over output at peak LSG appear to be
minor because of the related K-factor adjustment. The use of output at peak instead of peak
reduction has a very similar effect on an individual IGF to that of an increase in the K
parameter value; both having the effect of penalising IGFs whose output is more variable.
Accordingly, if the method was changed to using peak day reduction, there would need to be
an offsetting increase in the size of the K parameter. Therefore the benefits of a switch to
using peak day reduction would be reduced as any change would have implications for the
calculation of the K parameter.
Given the lack of substantial benefit and the cost of change we do not recommend using the
peak reduction measure for individual IGFs. Nevertheless, this issue of peak reduction is a
consideration in the calculation of the K-factor adjustment and discussed in section 4.3.

4.2.5 Should existing IGFs be impacted by new IGFs?
The example shown in Box 2 also serves to illustrate another set of issues. The sum of the
marginal contributions of each IGF will typically be less the total contribution of the fleet of
facilities. In terms of the Box 2 example, line 2 ‘Peak reduction due to the fleet’ is greater

21

The example also helps to illustrate why the output at peak MG (i.e. system demand) is not an accurate
measure of the contribution of a facility in reducing the peak and using an LSG based measure is preferable.
In the example, the output of the IGFs at peak MG is 100 MW, which is significantly more than the
contributions of the individual facilities in reducing the peak. The difference is, in part, attributable to the
output of the two IGFs being correlated. Using an LSG based measure is preferable in that it helps to
control for correlation in the output of IGFs. All else being equal, an IGF has lesser value (to reliability) if its
output is highly correlated with that of other facilities as this means its output is more likely to be low when
other IGFs is low and therefore when LSG and LOLP are high.
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than line 5 ‘Sum of individual peak reductions’. The effect of the IGFs is to reduce the peak
in the day by 85 MW; however the sum of their marginal contributions (line 5) is 80 MW. 22
This outcome simply reflects that the marginal benefit of a facility is less if there are like
facilities. It is analogous to the effect in the electricity market of higher competition at
particular times of the day reducing the marginal value of electricity at those times.
An important implication is that the marginal contribution of an existing facility — and
similarly the IGF output measured at peak LSG — tends to fall as new ‘like’ facilities
become operational. In effect, the current methodology compensates IGFs for their marginal
contribution because new facilities (once operational) affect the calculation of Existing
Facility LSG.
There are two ‘apparent’ issues with awarding IGF’s Capacity Credits simply based on their
marginal contribution.
1.

The marginal contribution and therefore the existing facilities’ Capacity Credits awarded
are affected by new entrants.

2.

There may be a gap in the Capacity Credits that are awarded and the total capacity that
is provided by facilities.

However these ‘issues’ may not affect efficiency in terms of signals for investment. These
issues are analogous to a competitive market where new competition affects the price
received by existing providers and the total value provided to consumers exceeds the amount
paid to providers. In theory, it is efficient that facilities are compensated based on their
marginal contribution. Doing so provides investors with the appropriate investment signals.
The effect of how new facilities impact on existing facilities is gradual as Existing Facility
LSG is based only on actual output data (i.e. it does not use the estimated data that is used to
calculate New Facility LSG) that is collected from a period of 5 years. Therefore the full
impact of a new facility on other facilities will not be felt until it has been operational for 5
years.
Eventually, there may be a gap between the Capacity Credits that are awarded and the
incremental capacity value of the IGF fleet. While this may seem an anomaly, it is not
inefficient as it is the marginal contribution of facilities that is important for encouraging
efficient investment decisions. There are, however, other considerations. The uncertainty
over the impact of new entrants may be an unreasonable deterrent for efficient investment.
Furthermore, the Reserve Capacity Mechanism, in effect, assumes that the Capacity Credits
awarded are equal to the total capacity provided.
To ensure that the Capacity Credits awarded match the incremental capacity provided by the
IGF fleet, there appear to be two practical options. One is to determine an IGF’s RL based
on its marginal contribution calculated in the absence of newer facilities. This could be

22

It can be more if the output of the facilities is negatively correlated and the individual facilities are
complementary in their contribution to reducing the peak. This can be seen by using the example in Box 2
and setting the output of IG1 at 16:00 to 10 MW, in which case the sum of individual peak reductions will
exceed the peak reduction of the fleet.
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simply achieved by, for each facility, selecting peak periods using LSG whose calculation
does not include newer facilities. There are, however, some issues with this option. It could
lead to a race to be registered and reduce the efficient incentive by existing facility owners for
expansions and modifications.
The second alternative is to share the additional capacity contribution of the fleet among the
existing fleet. This second option is, in effect, what is done under the current methodology,
as the U-factor parameter was selected so as to align the RL of the fleet with — what is
estimated to be — its contribution to capacity.
Given the U factor adjustment is again being proposed, we recommend the second option is
maintained.

4.3 K-factor adjustment
4.3.1 Revised estimate of the K parameter
The K-factor adjustment is used to address the issue that the IGF output will add to the
volatility of the output to be met by other generators. The K-factor adjustment is based on
probability theory that is described in Box 3 below.
The original K value was approximated from international experience. It was noted at the
time, that the K-factor adjustment was very small relative to the U-factor adjustment.
Furthermore, as the U-factor was set to meet the gap between the K-factor adjustment and
the total adjustment, the selection of the K-factor did not affect the size of the adjustment
for the fleet of IGFs.
For this review, further exploration of the K-factor adjustment has been possible. Two key
steps were undertaken to:
•

estimate a K value relevant to the SWIS, and

•

modify the K value to reflect how LSG is used in determining peak IGF output.
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Box 3: The basis for the K value
It can be shown23 that where the variance of IGF output is small compared to the variance
of the surplus load (equal to the surplus of available capacity over load) then:
ELCC ≈ Ī – K
Where: Ī and

(1)

are the mean and variance of peak load IGF output and K is a constant.

The formula holds when IGF output is independent of surplus load. Where output and
surplus load are dependent the formula still holds as long as the mean and variance of the
IGF output are representative of when there is no surplus.
The value of K can be estimated with knowledge of the distribution of surplus. If the surplus
load follows a Normal distribution, then K may be simply estimated as:
K=
where

̅ and

(2)
are the mean and variance of surplus load.

More generally K can be estimated as:24
(3)
where
is the density function of the distribution of surplus load when surplus
load is zero.
When the variance of IGF output is large the formula will not be accurate, and appears to
underestimate the ELCC value (see Dent, Keane and Bialek 2010).
Source: Adapted from Zachary and Dent (2011).

A K value appropriate for the SWIS
As noted in Box 3 above, K can be estimated using information on the probability
distribution of surplus load at the peak. As surplus load is the available capacity less system
demand, the distribution of surplus load can be estimated from measures of capacity and the
distribution of peak demand.
Information on the probability distribution of peak demand can be found in the 2014 SWIS
Electricity Demand Outlook (SEDO).25 Unfortunately detail on the full probability
distribution is not available; however, this report (Fig 30) includes data for peak demand for
the 10%, 50% and 90% probability of exceedance (POE).

23

Zachary and Dent (2011) discus the theory. Stoft (2008) provides numerical examples.

24

Zachary and Dent (2013).

25

IMOWA (2014).
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For the measure of capacity we used the Reserve Capacity Target (RCT) net of Minimum
Frequency Keeping Capacity. This is calculated as the 10% POE peak demand plus the
reserve margin of 7.6 per cent. We use the RCT and not the capacity awarded as the RCT is
the desired level of capacity and therefore should reflect the required capacity contribution
of a facility. Furthermore, the RL is being determined for future years beyond the date for
which capacity has been awarded.
Both the RCT and the peak demand distribution change over time and therefore the
estimated value of K will change over time.
The SEDO forecasts indicate a skewed distribution of peak demand, so that the peak
demand mean is higher than the median (given by the 50% POE). As a result we used
equation (3) referred to in Box 3 above to estimate K. To estimate the distribution of the
surplus we fitted the POE data points to a three parameter skewed probability distribution
function.26 This enabled us to calculate the values required to estimate K. Over the capacity
years 2017/18 to 2019/20 we estimated K to range from 0.0024 to 0.0022 with an average of
0.0023.
Our initial expectation was that, as the SWIS is a relatively small electricity market, the K
value would be relatively large compared with international benchmarks. This expectation
reflected that all else being equal, an identical IGF will have a more significant impact in a
small system than in a large system. The relatively low value of K reflects that the forecast
distribution of peak demand is skewed; which has the effect of stretching the tail of the
distribution to look more like a bigger system.27

Other adjustments to the K value
The K-factor adjustment from statistical theory is an adjustment to the contribution of a
facility to account for an increase in the variance of the remaining LSG.
However, as discussed in section 4.2.4 an IGF’s output measured at peak LSG may
underestimate its marginal contribution in reducing the peak, particularly for those facilities
with larger variance of output. Therefore the use of IGF output at peak LSG may reduce the
need for the K-factor adjustment.
To estimate the size of this effect, we calculated for each operational IGF, on peak TI days,
the average difference (using all actual data) between the peak day reduction and the actual
output at peak LSG. We found this amount across all IGFs to average 5 MW. In total we
found this to be similar in effect to a K parameter value of around 0.00165. We found the
size of the effect was also similar to the effect of a K-factor adjustment for individual
26

A shifted log-logistic distribution function was used. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shifted_loglogistic_distribution#Shifted_log-logistic_distribution. This uses three parameters being: mu, the median;
sigma, a scale parameter, and eta a shape parameter. The median values are given. The remaining two
parameters were estimated using a numerical data solve procedure. For 2018-19 the parameters were
mu=4,470, sigma = 131.8 and eta = 0.15809.

27

We also estimated the K value using a log-normal distribution (a 2 parameter skewed distribution) with just
the 50% and 90% POEs. This gave similar results. However if a symmetrical distribution is used very
different results are obtained. For example, If the 50% and 90% POE were unchanged and the distribution
of the peak was normal (as is often assumed) then the K value would be in the order of 0.005; that is, 0.002
greater than the current K parameter.
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facilities; that is, as expected, the difference in the peak day reduction and actual output at
peak LSG is greatest for the facilities with the higher variance of output at peak; that is, those
facilities which incur a higher K-factor adjustment.28
The above estimate reflects the peak reduction of facilities over a day. There will be some
additional peak reduction that occurs from movement between peaks across days. We
estimated the average peak reduction in 2014 across all operational facilities for the top 12
Trading Days was 6.9 MW above the fleet output;29 (that is an additional 1.9 MW). This total
peak reduction is equivalent to a K-factor adjustment of around 0.0023, which is
coincidentally our estimate of the unadjusted K value.
There are a few other minor considerations. These include that some of the measured
variance in facility output will be due to the change in output with higher temperatures and
that facility output will vary within a TI. For these reasons it is not possible to be too precise.
Nevertheless, in light of the above considerations, we recommend that the appropriate K
parameter to be modified to be zero to reflect:
•

an unadjusted K parameter of 0.0023 reflecting the forecast distribution of surplus peak
capacity, less

•

0.0023, an adjustment for how IGF output is determined.

4.4 The U-factor adjustment — Dealing with
correlation between IGF output and peak
demand
4.4.1 Introduction
The 2011 Report examined the relationship between demand, temperature and IGF output.
The results of the analysis highlighted a potentially significant issue that the contribution to
reducing peak demand by IGFs fell at very high temperatures. The U-factor adjustment was
introduced to address this issue.
To assess the extent of the underlying issue and whether the U-factor adjustment could be
removed or replaced, we more closely examined the IGF output during periods that have
weather characteristics of the highest peak. To support this analysis we obtained weather
data from a number of weather stations in the Perth region.
We examined how peak demand and peak LSG change with different weather measures. We
found that of the measures available (see Box 4), the temperature as captured at the Perth
Airport weather station was the best predictor of peak demand.

28

There were some differences but we did not assess these to be significant.

29

The average peak reduction was calculated as the average MG in the 12 peak TIs (1 TI per day) as
determined by MG less the average LSG in 12 peak TIs (1 TI per day) as measured by LSG.
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Box 4: Weather measures used in this study
All references to temperature in this report are to the air temperature as measured from
Perth Airport weather station.
For the purposes of this review weather data was obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology
(BOM). Data from a number of Perth weather stations was examined. The weather station
whose temperature data correlated most strongly with demand was Perth Airport. From this
station half-hourly temperature data, wind-speeds and cloud cover were obtained.
An example of the relationship between demand and maximum temperature is shown in
Figure 11 below. It clearly demonstrates that the peak LSG is most likely to occur on days
with high maximum temperatures.30 For peak TIs the relationship between peak demand and
maximum temperature appears reasonably linear.
Figure 11: Peak LSG vs maximum temperature in day by year
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Graphs by Year (ending 31 Mar)

Note: Based on days December to March only

Of the weather variables available, we found that the maximum temperature in the day was
the best single predictor of total demand. Based on a simple linear regression the peak load
increases by around 70 MW for each additional degree of maximum temperature.

30

The picture is very similar for MG.
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To estimate the likely maximum temperature on the peak day for which capacity may be
required, we examined the historical daily maximum temperature data for Perth Airport. This
data is available for 70 years from 1944 to 2014. Based on this data we estimate the 10%
POE maximum temperature to be around 43.8 degrees. This suggests that the one in ten
year peak demand day will occur when the temperature is around 43.8 degrees.
Of note, the peak TI (in terms of LSG or demand) does not tend to occur at the time of
peak temperature and therefore the air temperature at the peak TI tends to be less than that
of the maximum temperature in the day (see Figure 12 below). The air temperature at the
peak is on average around 1 degree less than the maximum temperature in the day.
Figure 12: Air temperature and maximum temperature
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Note: Based on peak TIs from 2007 to 2014.

4.4.2 Performance of IGFs at extreme temperature days
The performance of IGFs at extreme peaks differs from that on other peaks. Table 2 below
highlights the issue. The table summarises the impact of IGFs (from wind, LFG and solar)
in terms of peak reduction31 in the 12 peak Trading Days for each of the 8 years from 2008
through to 2014. When it is very hot,32 the output of IGFs appears to be significantly lower.

31

The impact is measured in terms of peak reduction in a day. As discussed in the previous section, peak
reduction a more accurate measure of the contribution of IGFs than output at peak LSG TIs.

32

For this analysis and following sections we have focussed on days where the temperature exceeded 40
degrees (40+ Degree Days). The selection of 40 degrees as the cut-off is for presentational purposes. As
noted above, we expect that the maximum temperature at the one in ten year peak to be around 43.8
degrees.
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Table 2: Performance of IGFs at extreme peaks
Peak (MW) reduction by
Wind

LFG

Solar

Count of days

97.21

14.18

4.60

77

75.16

13.75

1.79

19

All

92.85

14.10

4.13

96

% reduction on 40+
Degree Days

-23%

-3%

-61%

Max temp<40

Max temp>=40

1. Data taken from years 2008 through to 2014. When a facility is not operational the data is treated as missing
2. Output shown is the average peak reduction in the day by type of facility.

It is of interest to understand why IGFs do not perform as well on very hot days. Potentially
this could be because the timing of the peaks is different or because of a relationship
between temperature and the output of IGFs.
The issue with wind appears not to be that wind shifts the peak in the day, but rather that the
wind may drop on very hot days.
Figure 13 maps the relationship between wind-speed and air temperature in a constant one
hour period (the 2 TIs between 4 and 5 pm) on peak TIs. There a statistically significant
negative relationship between temperature and wind speed.33 While the weather data is based
only on Perth Airport weather station, it nevertheless may be indicative of the patterns
elsewhere in the SWIS.
For solar, the issue appears to be that on very hot days, the peak TI is more likely to be later
in the day; however, there is little actual data at this stage that can be used. The poor result
for solar on 40+ Degree Days in the table above is based on 4 data points.

33

Based on a simple ordinary least squares regression of the data points shown the wind speed falls by
approximately 0.75 knots (95% confidence interval of 0.4 to 1.0) with every 1 degree increase in air
temperature.
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Figure 13: Relationship between wind speed and air temperature at TIs between 4pm
and 5pm on peak TI days
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Note: Points represent the air temperature and wind speed on peak LSG days (i.e. top 12 days per year) taken
from the Perth Airport weather station.

4.4.3 Overview of options
There appears to be no publically documented approaches to address the issue of correlated
intermittent generation and demand.34
Given the limitations of the data available, we have assessed that there are three pragmatic
options to deal with the issue identified above. These are:
1.

Attempt to use only TIs that are representative of the extreme peaks.

2.

Use the broader set of TIs but make an adjustment to reflect the negative relationship
between demand and output at the extreme peaks. Within this there are two options:
(a) the current approach, whereby an adjustment is based on the variance (and mean)
of output at the peaks, and

34

We understand that there is some experimental work being undertaken in the UK and US on what seem to
be similar issues (Appendix 1 makes reference to the US work).
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(b) a ‘regression’ approach, whereby the adjustment is based on correlation between
output and temperature (or other factors that drive peak demand).
These options are considered below.

4.4.4 Using only Trading Intervals that are representative
of the extreme peaks
The key challenge with the first approach is the small number of TIs that may be selected.
As shown in Table 2 above, there were only 19 40+ Degree Days categorised as peak days
over the last 8 years. There were no peak days on 40+ Degree Days in 2010/11 and only one
in 2009/10.
Furthermore, while the high temperature days are generally ranked higher in terms of peak
demand, this is not always the case. Thus there is a question as to whether the lower-ranked
high temperature days are representative and if so what method can be used to distinguish
the days that are likely to be extreme peaks and those that are not.
We explored this latter concern by examining why some of the very hottest days were not
also the highest ranked days in terms of demand. Table 3 lists the peak TIs for 40+ Degree
Days. The days which were not highly ranked are highlighted. As can be seen by the table
these lower ranked very hot days tend to be weekends or holidays when demand is
dampened.
Table 3: List of peak Trading Intervals on 40+ Degree Days
Year

Trading Interval

Max
temperature
on day

Rank of day in
year

Comment

2006/07

Wed 7/3/2007 15:30

1

42.2

2006/07

Tue 6/3/2007 15:30

2

41.9

2006/07

Fri 2/2/2007 15:30

4

40.1

2006/07

Sat 3/2/2007 14:00

6

40.5

Weekend

2006/07

Sun 28/1/2007 16:00

9

41.3

Weekend

2006/07

Sat 27/1/2007 16:30

12

41.1

Weekend

2007/08

Thu 28/2/2008 15:30

1

41.2

2007/08

Thu 17/1/2008 15:00

3

40.7

2008/09

Fri 16/1/2009 14:30

3

41.7

2009/10

Thu 25/2/2010 16:00

1

41.2

2009/10

Mon 18/1/2010 14:00

2

43

2009/10

Fri 12/3/2010 16:00

3

40.8

2009/10

Tue 19/1/2010 15:00

4

41.5

2011/12

Sat 28/1/2012 16:30

7

40.9

Weekend

2011/12

Thu 26/1/2012 15:00

11

41.3

Holiday

2012/13

Tue 12/2/2013 16:30

1

40.7

2012/13

Thu 21/2/2013 17:30

5

40.6

2012/13

Mon 31/12/2012 16:30

9

41.4

Christmas eve

2013/14

Sat 11/1/2014 17:30

5

43.4

Weekend
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These results suggest that an appropriate approach may instead be to select days based on
extreme weather conditions rather than just peak LSG. For example a weekend may be an
appropriate day to use even though demand is dampened on the weekend because IGF
output is not influenced by the day of the week.
Including other very hot days significantly increases the number of data points that can be
used at any given temperature. Figure 14 provides an illustration. The figure shows the
output of the fleet of IGF facilities that have been operational since 2007 (the 2007 IGF
Fleet) on peak days and any other day on which the maximum temperature reached 39
degrees. Also shown is the mean output, the combined RL and the mean output on days
when the temperature reached 41 degrees.
The figure also helps to highlight the issue of IGF performance on high temperature days.
The output of the fleet is noticeably lower for higher temperature days. The RL appears to
be a reasonable estimate of the likely output of the fleet. Of note, the mean output of the
fleet on the 41+ degree days is similar to the RL. This suggests that potentially TIs from very
hot days on weekends and holidays could be used to increase the number of TIs and that just
using the very high temperature days might make the U-adjustment factor redundant.
Figure 14: Output on peak days of IGF fleet that have been operational since 2007
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There are, however, some challenges with using these extreme temperature days. These
include:
•

There are still few very high temperature days. Figure 15 below shows the number of
potential available days over a 5-year period by minimum maximum temperature. On
average there are around twenty 40-degree days and less than ten 41-degree days. A risk
is that the small number of TIs will lead to significant volatility in results.

•

The seemingly negative relationship between temperature and outputs suggest that
some additional adjustment might still be required.
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•

Peak TIs on very hot non-peak days (which are generally weekends and public holidays)
tend to occur at different times to those on peak days. On non-peak days the peak TIs
tend to be more spread-out.

We analysed similar charts to Figure 14 above for each individual facility. Our assessment,
upon reviewing the charts, is that just using the output from very hot days would give results
that are too volatile and not always representative of what would appear to be an appropriate
RL.
Given the considerations above we have rejected the alternative of using just the peak days
with very high maximum temperatures.
Figure 15: Number of hot days available
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4.4.5 The ‘regression’ approach
Another potentially viable alternative is to make an adjustment that reflects how an IGF’s
output at peak TIs varies with maximum temperature.35 In effect, this involves forecasting
what IGF output will be at very high temperatures that are representative of the one in ten
year peak.

35

A potential alternative would be to use peak demand (or conversely surplus) as the independent variable in
the regression. We have assessed this as not being a viable alternative. One challenge with this alternative is
that it would not be simple to combine data from multiple years. Furthermore, our analysis suggests there is
significant additional noise in the peak demand data and there this approach leads to more volatile results.
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This option is illustrated in the Figure 16 below. The figure includes a regression line (‘Line
of best fit’) that plots the relationship between the output of the IGF fleet at peak TIs and
maximum daily temperature. The approach would then involve determining the RL based on
a point on that regression line.
Figure 16 Output of IGF established since 2007 on peak TIs (5 years to 2014)
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The calculation of the line of best fit uses a fairly simple formula. In the example, the slope
of the line is calculated as:

The predicted output at a particular maximum temperature, T is then:
̅

̅

where:
̅ is the average output
̅ is the average maximum temperature
The U-factor adjustment would then simply be replaced by an adjustment equal to
̅ . The maximum temperature target (T) could be the daily maximum temperature at which
the 10% POE peak demand occurs. We estimated this (as discussed in the beginning of
section 4.4.2) to be around 43.8 degrees for a one in ten year peak.
The approach is attractive as it would not penalise those IGFs whose output does not
decrease on hotter days and more appropriately penalises those whose output is more likely
to fall at the extreme peaks.
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One might question whether the forecast could be improved by including additional
variables in the formula above. For example, the time of the peak may be of interest if (as
noted in section 4.4.2) on very hot days the time of the peak varies to other days. Such a
modification is not advised. Ultimately, we are attempting to forecast what will occur on the
very peak days. We have good reason to believe that maximum daily temperature is a driver
of demand and thus a good variable to use in forecasting. This is not the case with the time
of day. Changes in the time of the daily peak are more likely to reflect changes in demand
behaviour on very hot days and therefore be correlated with the temperature variable.36
Furthermore, inclusion of additional variables would result in a significantly more complex
formula to estimate output.37
The key issues and challenges with the approach are that:
•

the relationship between maximum temperature and output is not necessarily linear, and

•

the result is sensitive to outliers.

Potentially, statistical techniques could be used to address such issues; however, such
techniques (such as transforming the variables and limiting the selection of variables) are
reasonably complex.
Furthermore, the approach would appear to be an innovation for a capacity market. We are
aware that some similar work exploring the relationship between temperature and wind
output is being undertaken for adequacy assessment in Europe and the US; however, we
have not found any practical applications of the approach.
We analysed the ‘line of best fit’ for each facility. Of note:
•

In many cases the results are very similar to the current U-factor adjustment.

•

In some cases there are differences, whereby the regression approach appears to
provide more realistic results, in particular where the IGF output does not appear to be
correlated with temperature.

•

There are cases which appear unrealistic, for example, where the regression line is
upward sloping despite the average output on the very hot days being below the average
output overall all peak days.

While the approach appeared to have some merit we were concerned about the volatility of
the results. Our analysis of the results indicated that the standard error of the RL using this
regression approach would be (at the median) double that of the U-factor adjustment. That
is, for example, the confidence interval range for estimating the RL would most typically
double.
This coupled with our concerns that the relationship between temperature and IGF output is
not linear leads us to reject this approach.

36

In effect, the changes due to time of day effects will be reflected in the changes that are correlated with
temperature.

37

It would require the use of matrix algebra or many additional terms to the formula listed.
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4.4.6 Update – U-factor
In the 2011 Report the U-factor was determined in combination with the K-factor to ensure
that the RL for the IGF fleet was consistent with the peak reduction contribution38 of the
IGF fleet at the extreme peaks.
For this report, a similar process was undertaken to determine a revised U parameter value.
As with the previous report, we identified a U parameter value that would deliver results that
are consistent with the level of peak reduction by the IGF fleet at extreme peaks. However,
for this report, we estimated the U-factor separately to that of the K-factor. This was done
by (as with the analysis in section 3.3.1) comparing the value of peak reduction with the RL
excluding the K-factor adjustment.
The process of estimating U was complicated (compared to the process for the 2011 Report)
by the large number of additional facilities that have recently become operational, with the
implication that the size of the operational IGF fleet has changed by year. To draw some
comparison over different years we examined for the IGF fleet in each year the ratio of peak
reduction on the peak Trading Days to the mean output of the fleet for the peak TIs used in
the RL methodology and how this varied with temperature.
A summary of the results for days which contained peak TIs (used in the methodology) and
where the temperature reached at least 38 degrees is shown in Figure 17 below. Each point
represents a single day. A ratio of 1 indicates that the reduction in peak LSG on the day was
equal to the mean output of the fleet over all peak TIs in that year. For example, the 2014
point in the far right corner of the chart is 0.53 which equals the peak reduction on that day
(114 MW) divided by the mean output of the IGF fleet in the 12 peak TIs for 2014 (215
MW).39
The figure again highlights the problem of the performance of IGFs on very hot days. The
mean output of the fleet of operational IGFs at peak TIs in 2014 was 215 MW whereas the
peak reduction by the fleet in 2014 on the 4 hottest days was 149 MW (a 33% fall from the
mean output) and on the days with a maximum temperature at least 37 degrees was 162 MW
(a 25% fall from the mean output).

38

That is, the amount (in MW) by which LSG was reduced by the IGF fleet.

39

Of note, the output during the peak TIs varies substantially by individual year. The average output of the
currently operational fleet over 5 years to 2014 (including estimated data) was substantially less than the 2014
output. Therefore the 2014 points in graph are abnormally low.
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Figure 17: Performance of IGF fleet on hot days
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Ultimately, selecting a U-factor parameter requires a degree of judgement. In forming our
judgement we considered the following.
First, as discussed in section 3.3, the results of the RL methodology using the current U
parameter appear to be, in general, appropriate.
Second, the most recent results are consistent with the current U parameter. The peak
reduction of the fleet of IGFs that was operational in 2014 on the hottest day (the far right
hand point in the graph) was 114 MW40, almost precisely what is predicted by the current RL
methodology (excluding the K-factor adjustment).41 The other points in the graph suggest
that the far right point is not an anomaly but rather a reasonable representation of the
performance of the IGF fleet on very hot days.
In summary, the most recent results are consistent with the current parameter values for the
U-factor adjustment. We therefore have no justification to change the current parameter
value.

The maximum adjustment
The current methodology includes a maximum level of adjustment attributable to the Ufactor of one third of the mean IGF output. Like the U-factor adjustment itself, the
maximum adjustment is not based on theory; rather it is a pragmatic measure that prevents
the U-factor adjustment being excessive, thereby providing some protection to IGF owners

40

The mean output of the current operational fleet over the last 5 years was 151 MW.

41

More specifically, for IGF fleet that is operational in 2014 we calculate the RL excluding the K-factor
adjustment to be 113.7 MW. The peak reduction on the highest temperature day in 2014 was 113.5 MW.
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from excess variations. The maximum adjustment would not be required if a reasonable
alternative to the U-factor adjustment could be found.
The size of the maximum adjustment can be assessed by comparing the effect of the
adjustment with the actual results. Based on the 5 years to 2014, it would appear to be
binding in 3 of 18 cases. In two of the cases the maximum level is just binding. In one case
the maximum adjustment prevents the RL methodology returning a negative result.
This current maximum level of adjustment appears reasonable. In the one case that the
maximum adjustment has a significant impact the resulting RL (excluding the K-factor
adjustment) closely matches the IGF’s output on the peak TI for the hottest day for which
data is recorded.

4.4.7 Summary
Making an adjustment for poor IGF performance at very high temperature days is a
substantial issue.
The current approach appears to have been reasonably effective in that the U-factor
adjustments appear to largely match the output we would expect at peak TIs. Nevertheless,
there is a risk that the approach will penalise an IGF whose output at peak TIs is not
correlated with maximum temperature.
Viable alternatives were examined, however, we have assessed:
•

it is not feasible to select just a small number of TIs, and

•

a regression approach appears attractive but results are not significantly different and it
may introduce additional volatility.

On the basis that there is no better alternative identified, we recommend continuing with the
current approach. We have also concluded that the current U-factor parameter is
appropriate.

4.5 Other issues in the selection of Trading
Intervals
The current methodology is applied on sixty TIs. Twelve TIs are selected from each of five
years with each TI selected from a separate day and with each TI given equal weight. This
section considers whether any of these factors should be modified.
In selecting the TIs, there are general trade-offs between selecting the TIs that are
representative42 and selecting a sufficient number so as to ensure that the methodology is not
too sensitive to the selection of a few TIs.

42

Of note, we are concerned with finding TIs that are representative of the output of IGFs. The TIs themselves
need not represent the highest demand periods. For example, demand on a particular day may be much
lower simply because it is a holiday or weekend.
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As discussed in the previous section, there is clearly a concern that the current sixty TIs are
not representative of what will occur during an extreme peak. Nevertheless, for applying the
methodology some data is required and therefore the approach might be considered as
attempting to find the most representative TIs in the data that is available.
If volatility was not a concern, a single highest peak TI would be used to determine the
‘average’ output. Additional TIs are selected to provide additional information so as to
reduce the volatility of the results. These are selected on the basis that that they provide
additional information and are representative of what could be the one in ten year peak.
They need not be the TIs with the next highest LSG (LOLP); for example, on the day with
the single highest peak, the LSG at 6:00pm may be higher than other TIs used, but it would
be inappropriate to use this TI because, based on history, 6:00pm is very unlikely to be the
time of the extreme peak in LOLP.

4.5.1 The number of separate days (TIs) in a year
The current method uses TIs selected from 12 separate days. While using more days
provides more information, it also increases the risk that the days, and the peak TIs selected
from those days, are unrepresentative of the 1 in 10 year peak.
To assess the number of separate days to use, we undertook some analysis to understand
how many days could be selected from a year such that the peak TI of each day would still
be potentially representative of a peak. Using data from the 7 years from 2007/08 through to
2013/14, we examined how the key characteristics of the peak TIs used in the RL
methodology varied with each extra day; that is, for example, from moving from the 5th
highest ranked day to the 6th highest ranked day in a year.
For example, Figure 18 shows how the timing of the peak TI in the day varies between the
highest ranked day (rank=1) through to the 30th highest ranked day in the year. The figure
suggests that the timing of the peak does not materially change for 12 highest ranked days
but gets more unpredictable for lower ranked days. For example, the latest time of the peak
TI of the 16th highest ranked day is later than any TI selected from the higher ranked days.
Based on the this figure alone we would be concerned that the peaks TIs on days ranked
much lower than around 12 would be unrepresentative.
Figure 19 shows the date range of the peak TIs. From this figure we can see that in the years
2007/08 through to 2013/14 the top 15 ranked days all fell between 15 December and 25
March but that lower ranked days fell outside this range.
Figure 20 shows how the air temperature at the time of the peak TI varies by rank of day in
the year. Consistent with the finding that temperature is strongly correlated with peak
demand we see a slight downward trend between air temperature and the rank of the day.
The difference in temperature by rank of day becomes relatively large for days outside the
top 15 ranked days.
Based on these results we conclude that it would be inappropriate to increase the days (and
therefore TIs) used per year beyond the current number of 12. There also appears no
compelling reason to reduce the number of TIs. We therefore recommend that the
methodology continue to use 12 TIs per year.
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Figure 18: Time of the peak TIs by rank of day in year
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Figure 19: Date of peak TIs by rank of day in year
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Figure 20: Temperature at time of peak TIs by rank of day in year
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4.5.2 The number of years for selecting TIs
The current method selects TIs from 5 years. The choice of 5 years was based on the
availability of data at the time (2011 Report, pages 12-13).43 Since the 2011 Report an
additional 3 years of data has become available to be used.
In general, using more years of data is desirable in that it provides greater reliability of
results. However, there are downsides to using more years of data. These are:
•

The older the data that is used the less likely that it will be representative. This is
particularly important if the profile of demand changes over time.

•

The more years of data that is used, the more that data from expert reports will need to
be relied upon for estimating the RL for new facilities.

•

There are administrative costs to changing the number of years.

Figure 21 below is helpful in examining the first of these issues. It shows the timing of the
peak demand TI (i.e. MG not LSG)44 over the last 8 years. There is a clear trend of the peak
shifting to later in the day.45 Thus the results suggest that the time of peak demand is
changing and therefore a time based method that is appropriate in one year may not be
appropriate in a following year. These results also suggest that there is a large risk in using a
large number of years.
43

Of note, the original IMO proposal in 2011 was for using 8 years’ worth of data.

44

Because the IG fleet changes by year, it is useful in this instance to examine results based on MG.

45

We presume the increase in installed solar PV has contributed to this trend. There may be other factors. The
map in Figure 1 on page 26 includes an estimate of the installed solar PV system capacity of 366 MW.
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The timing of peak LSG is shown in Figure 22. This figure shows a similar trend. We note
that since 2010/11 the timing of the peak TIs has been stable but that the average time of
the top 12 TIs is getting later. These results suggest that there is some risk that prior years
will not be representative of the current peak. However, in our opinion there is not enough
movement to warrant a reduction in the number of years selected.
Figure 21: Timing of MG peaks by year
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Figure 22: Timing of LSG peaks by year
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4.5.3 Weighting of Trading Intervals
The current method gives equal weight to all TIs selected. An option that may improve
accuracy is to weight the TIs used such that the TIs that are more representative of the peaks
will be given greater weight.
There is no limit to the weighting options. In theory the greatest weight should be given to
the TIs that are most likely to represent the extreme peaks. In this case, we might place
greater weight on TIs with the highest LOLP or from days with the highest maximum
temperature. Simple weighting procedures could for example, place double the weight on
days when the peak temperature exceeds 41 degrees.
We experimented with a few different types of weights based on LSG and maximum
temperature in the day. Consistent with the findings in section 4.4 that the IGF fleet
performed worse on extreme peaks, applying a weighting based on LOLP or temperature
resulted in a lower average output. However, the modification was not significant and did
not make a material difference to the need for another adjustment. For example, using a
weighting of the square of LSG resulted in a fall in the mean output of the Existing IGF fleet
of about 1 MW; which is very small relative to the U-factor adjustment of above 18 MW for
this group.
The downside of applying weights is that it can increase the volatility as the results will be
more greatly influenced by the highest weighted TIs. A further downside is that applying
weights adds complexity to the formula used.
Given the limited additional benefit for the added complexity, we rejected using weights.

4.5.4 Number of Trading Intervals per day
The 2011 Report recommended selecting a single TI from each day. The arguments against
using additional TIs from a single day are that it:
•

has little benefit, and

•

has unwanted effects.

Using additional TIs from a single day has little benefit because the output of IGFs in a TI is
highly correlated with that of adjacent TIs.46 A simple regression analysis47 highlights that
over 97% of the variation in the IGF fleet’s output is explained by the output of the
preceding TI. The implication of this is that using more TIs from the same day provides little
additional information.
A seemingly possible benefit of using additional TIs from the same day is that, if it is
combined with a rule selecting the top TIs in a year, then the effect is to place additional
weight to the days that contain the highest peak TIs. However, as noted in the 2011 Report
(page 33) and discussed in Section 4.5.3 there are simpler and more accurate ways to apply a
weighting to the highest peak TIs.
46

As described in the 2011 Report it is similar to conduct a phone survey and repeatedly calling the same
household.

47

Regression of fleet IGF output on the previous period’s fleet IGF output.
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There are unwanted effects of using additional TIs from the same day. By construction the
second, third, fourth etc TIs are not representative of the peaks. This is of particular concern
as the outputs of many IGFs follow a similar pattern throughout the day. This is highlighted
in Figure 23, which shows the frequency of when peak TIs occur and how the average
output of IGFs changes over the course of the day. The figure shows a variety of selections
of TIs including the current selection (that is the Top 12 days with 1 TI per day), and
selections which involve more than 1 TI from the same day. As can be seen in the figure
using more TIs in a day results in the distribution of TIs used being spread over the day away
from the period (16:30) that by far the most likely time for the peak to occur. The figure also
shows (for the peak Trading Days in 2014) the pattern of output for IGFs for different
technology groups over the course of the day. It is clear from the figure that the output of
solar and wind is related to the time of day.
The key risk is that a biased result is obtained meaning that the TIs used would be
unrepresentative of a potential one in ten year peak. For example, the lower ranked TIs in a
day may be later in the evening (which would bias against solar) or possibly earlier in the day
(which would bias against wind).
Figure 23: IGF output and timing of peak TIs
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5.

Conclusion and summary

5.1

Overview

The RL methodology introduced in 2011 can be thought of as containing two components:
•

the mean output at peak LSG less the K-factor adjustment, and

•

the U-factor adjustment.

The first component is consistent with established probability theory on capacity valuation
and an established approximation method. Some possible minor improvements were
identified in applying the method; however, we assess the effect of these to be minor.
The second component, the U-factor adjustment was added as pragmatic method given
limited available data to address the issue that IGFs appeared to perform worse at very high
temperature days when LOLP was likely to be highest.
The U-factor adjustment generally provides (in our subjective assessment given the limited
data available) reasonable results at a fleet and individual facility level.
However, there are theoretical issues with the U-factor adjustment and therefore it may not
prove robust in the future. Alternative options were explored; however, given the limited
data available, the current structure appears to be the best viable option in the immediate
future. Improving on it will require overcoming the problem of a lack of information about
how IGFs will perform in extreme temperature periods.
Prior to the next three-year review it would be appropriate to consider options as to how to
improve the data available to forecast the conditions and from this the performance of IGFs
at extreme peaks. In effect, a forecast of the probability distribution of IGF output on the
very hot days that represent the extreme peaks is required. This might, for example, involve
forecasting the distribution of weather conditions that affect demand on extreme peaks days
and also the related weather conditions where IGFs are located.
Other aspects of the current methodology were examined. There was no compelling reason
to make any other adjustments.

5.2 Summary of recommendations
We recommend that no changes are made in the short-term to the current methodology.
The K and U parameters were examined. Based on our analysis we recommend that:
•

The revised K parameter value should be set to zero, and.

•

The revised U parameter value should not be changed; that is it should remain at 0.635.
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Appendix 1 Theory and international
experience
Introduction
A review of the literature and practices was conducted for the 2011 Report. Since that time
there has been some additional relevant work undertaken. In general the then emerging
preference for detailed ELCC Risk Method analysis has been verified (Keane et al 2011,
NERC 2011, IEA 2013). Some analysis refines existing theories (Dent and Zachary 2014,
Zachary and Dent 2014), while other analysis extends the application of approaches
examined with wind generation to solar generation (Madaeni et al 2012).
Similarly some additional work has been undertaken surveying practices, particularly in
North America. These indicate minimal change, although a new capacity market has
commenced in the Midwest ISO.

Overview
The value of a capacity credit is the contribution that a generation facility makes towards the
power system reliably meeting demand. A reserve margin must exist in a power system
because all generators have non-zero probability of failure, and loads cannot be known with
certainty in advance. The methods and data requirements of capacity value are well
established in traditional resource adequacy planning, and have been adapted to variable
generators including wind and solar.
In the past decade a number of markets in Europe and the USA have responded to
increasing uncertainty in the investment in generation capacity by introducing mechanisms to
remunerate generators for available capacity as well as produced energy. Hence the capacity
credit has acquired a financial value to generators reflecting their contribution to power
system reliability.
There is a variety of such mechanisms that provide generators revenues complementary to
their sales of electricity in wholesale markets. The details of such mechanisms reflect the
specific circumstances of each market, however there are three main types of market-wide
mechanisms. The simplest type is a direct capacity payment that is defined and controlled by
an independent body. Market mechanisms include, inter alia, decentralised ‘capacity
obligations’ or ‘resource adequacy requirements’ that place future reserve requirements (set
in part by an independent body) on large consumers (i.e. retailers) and suppliers creating a
primary market for bilateral agreements, and capacity auctions where the role for capacity
procurement on behalf of total demand is centralised through an independent body.

EU power systems
The European Union (EU) is dominated by energy-only markets. However as conventional
generators are retired and replaced by renewable generators, some member states have
implemented or are investigating capacity remuneration mechanisms to ensure sufficient
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capacity is available. Five markets (Ireland and Northern Ireland, Greece, Italy, Portugal and
Spain) have existing capacity remuneration systems.48 Currently Italy and Spain are revising
their capacity payment mechanisms and other states are considering introducing capacity
markets including France, Germany and Great Britain (ACER 2013).
However little information is available regarding the detailed calculation of capacity credits
for renewable generators, and in the absence of an overarching regulatory framework most
European studies are focused on the effectiveness of capacity remuneration mechanisms or
energy-only markets within states meeting the policy objectives of those states (e.g. Belgian
RCEG 2012).

North American power systems
Five of America’s seven cross-jurisdictional Regional Transmission Organizations
(RTO)/Independent System Operators (ISO) operate capacity markets. Four ISOs operate
forward capacity auctions where retailers can obtain capacity for future periods (PJM, MISO,
NYISO and ISO-NE). The California Public Utilities Commission resource adequacy
requirements require retailers to have capacity to meet their annual peak including regulatory
reserve margins.
There being an overarching regulatory framework administered by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, there is a stronger focus of studies in North America on how these
regulatory objectives are implemented by RTO/ISOs and local utilities to fulfil adequacy
planning, including the operation of capacity markets. A summary of wind generation
capacity values and methods employed in US power systems was given in 2008 (Milligan and
Porter 2008) and updated in 2012 (Rogers and Porter 2012). As noted therein, broadly
approximation methods are risk-based or time-based, where the latter attempt to capture risk
indirectly by assuming a high correlation between LOLP and demand, and assume all hours
are weighted evenly.
The following summarises time-based methods used to determine ELCC for intermittent
generators by the five RTO/ISOs with capacity markets.
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)/California ISO
CPUC sets the capacity value of wind generators monthly through a capacity factor
approximation using a 70% exceedance factor; meaning the output achieved in 70% or more
of the sample intervals each month. The sample intervals are the previous 3 years of
generation between 4 and 9 pm for November to March and 1 and 6 pm for April to
October. This initial capacity value so determined is modified to account for the benefit of
system diversity. This involves allocating the difference between the 70% exceedance of the
generation fleet as a whole and the sum of individual generators in proportion to an
individual generator’s contribution to fleet production.
Independent System Operator New England (ISO-NE)
ISO-NE assigns variable energy facilities capacity credits using a capacity factor
approximation based on a rolling average of the median net output of the variable
renewable energy from the previous 5 years during designated periods – 1 through 6 pm
48

Capacity payments targeted to maintain strategic reserves also operate in Sweden, Finland and Poland.
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from June through September for the summer capacity credit, and 5 through 7 pm
between October and May for winter capacity credit. Additional hours are included to
adjust for periods of system-wide shortages and/or performance during local shortages in
import-constrained zones. New facilities are assigned a capacity credit based on 1 year of
onsite data (Rogers and Porter 2012).
Midwest ISO (MISO)
MISO introduced a capacity market in 2013. MISO performs a full ELCC study to
determine the capacity value of the wind fleet, using actual historic load, generation and wind
values for the previous year. This capacity credit is then allocated to individual wind facilities
deterministically using historic peak period data, based on the average capacity factor over
the top 8 daily peak hours per year for the past 9 years (72 peak periods in total) (MISO
2014).
New York Independent System Operator (NYISO)
NYISO determines wind facility credits based on the capacity factor from the previous year
during designated periods – between 2 and 6 pm June through August for the summer
capacity credit and 4 and 8 pm December through February for the winter capacity credit.
New wind facilities are assigned credit as a fixed proportion of their nameplate capacity –
10% for summer and 30% for winter for onshore facilities and 38% for offshore facilities
(Rogers and Porter 2012).
PJM
PJM determines capacity values for renewable generators based on the capacity factor
using a rolling 3-year average of net capacity between 2 and 6 pm local prevailing time from
June through August. Hours when PJM directed the wind generator to reduce its output are
excluded from the calculation of the capacity factor so as not to penalize the wind generator
for following PJM directives. For new wind projects with insufficient wind generation data,
PJM applies a “class average” capacity value (currently 13% for wind, 38% for solar), to be
replaced by the wind generator’s actual capacity value once the project is in operation for at
least a year (PJM 2014).
Developing temperature correlated data
The North West Resource Adequacy Advisory Committee (formerly ad hoc Forum)
currently assesses wind credits (for planning purposes) using 30% of installed capacity for
the annual value and 5% for the sustained-peak value, the percentages being anecdotally
derived from a historic review of wind generation data from one member. The forum
would like larger data resources to assess wind ELCC and is exploring the development
of synthetic wind generation data that is temperature-correlated.
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Appendix 2 Background information
on the WEM
The Planning Criterion
The current design of the WEM derives the required amount of capacity (Reserve Capacity
Target) from the Planning Criterion. The Planning Criterion (clause 4.5.9 of the Market
Rules) sets a minimum standard for the acceptable level of generating capacity and has 2
parts:
•

A “defined event scenario” that sets out the requirement for reserve generating capacity
which must be available during system peak as the greater of:


7.6 percent of the forecast peak demand (including transmission losses and
allowing for Intermittent Loads); and



the maximum capacity, measured at 41 degrees Celsius, of the largest generating
unit,
while maintaining Minimum Frequency Keeping Capacity for normal frequency control.
The forecast peak demand should be calculated to a probability level that the forecast
would not be expected to be exceeded in more than one year out of 10; and
•

A requirement that there be sufficient reserve to ensure that expected energy shortfalls
are restricted to 0.002 percent of annual energy consumption.

The Reserve Capacity Target is set annually based on the most stringent element of the
Planning Criterion.49

49

Note that the Planning Criterion applies to the provision of generation and Demand Side Management
capability and does not include transmission reliability planning.
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Appendix 3 Load for Scheduled
Generation
Note: This appendix is an abridged version of a public guidance note of LSG.50
The formula for determining the number of Capacity Credits for Intermittent Generation
facilities that apply from the 2012 year is:51
Capacity
credits =
Where

1. Average facility output during peak
Trading Intervals

Less

2. G x variance of facility output during
peak Trading Intervals

G = K + U, reflecting both known variability (reflected in K) and uncertainty of the
distribution of output (reflected in U).52

LSG is the measure used to select the peak Trading Intervals. Peak LSG identifies the
Trading Intervals where surplus capacity is lowest53 and thus when the system is under
greatest stress. LSG is calculated (in MWh) as:
•

the Total Demand for energy less

•

the Total Intermittent Generator Output.

Using LSG, a total of sixty peak Trading Intervals are selected from a five year period.
Twelve Trading Intervals are selected from each of the five years with the requirement that
each Trading Interval occurs on a separate Trading Day.
LSG is determined for a five-year period, being the five years up to and including the most
recent Hot Season (which ends on 31 March). In each year of the five-year period, LSG is
used to determine the peak 12 Trading Intervals.
•

The Trading Intervals are sorted in order of highest LSG and the top 12 Trading
Intervals are selected with the requirement that these are selected from separate Trading
Days.

•

The output54 of the candidate facilities during the 60 selected Trading Intervals over the
relevant five-year period is then used in determining the Relevant Level.

50

Availabile at http://www.imowa.com.au/docs/default-source/ReserveCapacity/lsg_help_guide_10feb2012.pdf?sfvrsn=2.

51

For further details of the methodology for determining the capacity credits for Intermittent Generators see
the rule change report and related documents for Rule Change RC_2010_25 available at
www.imowa.com.au/RC_2010_25.

52

Facility output is measured in MWs and the parameters K and U are measured in units of MW-1. K is initially
set at K = 0.003 and U is initially set at U=0.635/(average facility output during peaks).

53

Note: Surplus capacity = Capacity (Scheduled generation + intermittent generation) less demand,
= Scheduled generation less LSG.
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So as to capture all demand, the Total Demand used in the calculation of LSG is the sum of
total sent out generation of all facilities (Operational Load) plus the load that has been
curtailed. When there is no Curtailed Load, LSG measures (as the name implies) the load
that will be met by Scheduled Generators.
The Curtailed Load is generally zero but may be significant at peak times. This is the sum of:
•

DSP Reduction, the total quantity by which all Demand Side Programmes reduced
their consumption in response to a Dispatch Instruction;

•

Interruptible Reduction, the total quantity by which all Interruptible Loads reduced
their consumption in accordance with the terms of an Ancillary Service Contract; and

•

Involuntary Reduction, the total quantity of energy not served due to involuntary load
shedding (manual and automatic).

Total Intermittent Generator Output
The Total Intermittent Generator output is generally just the total metered sent-out
generation of intermittent generation facilities; however there are some circumstances where
this will not be the case.
First, adjustments are made to sent-out generation for the impact of Consequential Outages
and Dispatch Instructions on impacted Facilities. When Consequential Outages occur or a
facility’s output is reduced in response to a Dispatch Instruction, an estimate of the output
of the facility is used so as to ensure that the true ability of the facility to produce output
during that particular Trading Interval is reflected in the Capacity Credit calculation.
Second, as new Facilities will typically have not been operational during the five-year period,
an estimate of the sent-out generation for these Facilities, as prepared by an expert
consultant accredited by the IMO, is used prior to the facility being operational.
The Capacity Credit formula is designed so that the estimated data for new facilities does not
affect the LSG calculation relevant for other Intermittent Generator Facilities. To achieve
this, the Market Rules (refer to Appendix 9 of the Market Rules for further details) make use
of two LSG measures based on when a facility becomes fully operational:55
•

An Existing Facility LSG (EFLSG) used for all candidate facilities that have been fully
operational since the start of the period for which LSG is being calculated; and

•

A New Facility LSG (NFLSG) that is calculated separately for each new or upgraded
candidate facility that does not have five years’ worth of actual metered output for the
facility under the configuration for which the facility is being certified (known as new
candidate facilities).

The New Facility LSG calculated for a Trading Interval is identical to the Existing Facility
LSG from the time the new candidate facility is in full operation. Prior to the full operational
54

55

This will be actual output from the operational date and estimated output prior to the full operational date.
An adjustment is made to actual output for consequential outages.
The full operation date for a Facility is a date provided by the facility in its Reserve Capacity certification.
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date the two measures differ simply in that Existing Facility LSG is based on actual output of
all Intermittent Generators applying for certification, whereas New Facility LSG also uses
the estimated output of the new candidate facility for Trading Intervals prior to its full
operation date.56
Existing Facility LSG will be used in most circumstances. In effect, Existing Facility LSG will
be used for all Trading Intervals from when a facility is in full operation.
For each new candidate facility, a New Facility LSG will be calculated based on Existing
Facility LSG and the actual and estimated data up until the facility’s operational date.
At times a facility may be upgraded to expand capacity. As the Capacity Credit formula uses
historical metered output, the additional output of the upgraded facility will, over time, result
in an increase in the Capacity Credit valuation. To enable a facility to receive the benefit of
an upgrade once operational, a facility will apply for certification of the upgraded amount
through the IMO’s normal certification processes.
For the purposes of determining the level of Capacity Credits to be assigned to an upgraded
facility, the upgraded facility will be treated as a new candidate facility so that the estimated
output of the upgrade does not impact on the valuations assigned to existing Facilities. This
is achieved, in effect, by the relevant Market Participant advising the new date on which the
facility became fully operational under the configuration for which certification was sought
(i.e. the upgraded configuration). Where a full operation date is not provided, the IMO will
assume that the facility is not yet operational and therefore treat the facility as a new
candidate facility by default.
As Existing Facility LSG is based on actual metered output, it is not affected by the decision
of a facility to undertake an upgrade (and seek certification for the upgraded amount). As
always, the New Facility LSG will equal the Existing Facility LSG adjusted for the difference
between estimated and actual output of the facility.
As with other new facilities, the estimated output of the upgraded facility will be based on an
assessment of an accredited expert. Although there is no explicit requirement for such, the
IMO expects that the estimated output would consist of the actual output of the facility’s
existing installation generation plus an estimate of the output of the upgraded generation.

56

For a new candidate facility:
NFLSG = EFLSG less actual output of the new facility + estimated output of the new facility.
From the full operational date, NFLSG will equal EFLSG because from this time actual output will equal
estimated output.
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